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Gapped interfaces (and boundaries) of two-dimensional (2D) Abelian topological phases are shown
to support a remarkably rich sequence of 1D symmetry-protected topological (SPT) states. We
show that such interfaces can provide a physical interpretation for the corrections to the topological
entanglement entropy of a 2D state with Abelian topological order found in Ref. 29. The topological
entanglement entropy decomposes as γ = γa+γs, where γa > 0 only depends on universal topological
properties of the 2D state, while a correction γs > 0 signals the emergence of the 1D SPT state that is
produced by interactions along the entanglement cut and provides a direct measure of the stabilizing
symmetry of the resulting SPT state. A correspondence is established between the possible values of
γs associated with a given interface - which is named Boundary Topological Entanglement Sequence
- and classes of 1D SPT states. We show that symmetry-preserving domain walls along such 1D
interfaces (or boundaries) generally host localized parafermion-like excitations that are stable to
local symmetry-preserving perturbations.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Over the past decade, entanglement has played an
increasingly important role in characterizing quantum
phases of matter.1,2 Two of the most successful diag-
nostics are the entanglement entropy3,4 and the entan-
glement spectrum.5–8 For a gapped state |Ψ〉 in two spa-
tial dimensions (2D), the bi-partite entanglement entropy
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2between two spatial regions A and B obeys the scaling
law, Sent ≡ −TrA(ρA log ρA) = αL − γa, where the re-
duced density matrix ρA = TrB |Ψ〉〈Ψ|. Sent scales with
the linear size L of the boundary of region A (“area law”
scaling) and generally contains a sub-leading, constant
correction γa known as the topological entanglement en-
tropy (TEE), in the limit where L >> ξ, where ξ is the
correlation length.3,4 The seminal work of Levin-Wen and
Kitaev-Preskill showed that γa is an important quantum
characteristic of a ground state that is determined solely
by the topological properties of |Ψ〉.
When |Ψ〉 has a vanishingly small correlation
length, the entanglement entropy probes the quasi-one-
dimensional (1D) gapped state living along the entan-
glement cut,9–12 i.e., the entanglement is only sensitive
to the physics near the interface between regions A and
B. Such an interface between (possibly even distinct)
2D gapped states with Abelian topological order (living
in regions A and B) has been the subject of much recent
theoretical work.13–28 It was shown in Ref. 29 that inter-
actions along the entanglement cut can produce a pos-
itive correction to the topological entanglement entropy
(even in situations where γa = 0), i.e., γa increases such
that the total entropy decreases. In such cases, these in-
teractions constrain the motion of certain quasiparticles
across the interface and, thereby, reduce the total entan-
glement between regions A and B. In Ref. 29, the TEE
was extracted from the infinite L limit of a single bipar-
tition calculation, in contrast to the procedures used in
Refs. 3 and 4 that use linear combinations of entropies.
Nevertheless, the connection between the 1D state at
the interface and the correction to the entanglement en-
tropy in Ref. 29 has remained elusive. The purpose of this
work is to provide a physical interpretation for some of
these 1D states by relating them to symmetry-protected
topological phases (SPTs).30 SPTs, the spin-1 antiferro-
magnetic chain31–34 being the earliest known example,
possess a gap to bulk excitations, and harbor symmetry-
protected boundary modes. These states have been sys-
tematically studied using the tools of tensor networks,6,35
group cohomology,36,37 non-linear sigma models,38 and
effective field theories.39–55 One of the main results of this
work is a general mechanism that generates 1D SPTs pro-
tected by Abelian discrete symmetries, that exist at the
interface between 2D topological phases of matter. Im-
portantly, the discrete symmetry that stabilizes the 1D
phase acts solely on the local degrees of freedom along the
interface, i.e., it does not affect the (possible) fractional-
ized quasiparticles of the bulk states. As a consequence,
the properties of the 1D SPT phase are robust to local
perturbations that respect the SPT symmetry.
In related work, it was shown in Ref. 56 that a non-zero
correction to the TEE of topologically trivial bosonic 2D
states can be attributed to 1D SPTs living along the en-
tanglement cut. In this respect, our work can be viewed
as an extension of the relation between TEE corrections
and 1D SPTs to a wide class of 2D Abelian topologi-
cal phases, which include fermionic and bosonic topolog-
ically ordered states. Consequently, our results provide
new insights into the connection between 1D SPTs and
entanglement entropy of 2D gauge theories,57–59 and may
provide useful theoretical guidance to the realization of
1D SPTs from 2D heterostructures.
Although our construction is more general, in this ar-
ticle we primarily focus on explicit examples of gapped
interfaces that realize 1D bosonic SPTs protected by
Zn × Zn symmetry, where the integer n > 1. In this
case, there are n distinct classes of Zn×Zn-protected 1D
SPTs. These phases can be viewed as generalizations60,61
of the gapped, Haldane phase of the spin-1 chain31–34
for which n = 2. Remarkably, we will show that
these 1D SPTs can appear at interfaces between systems
whose fundamental constituents are bosonic or fermionic,
and that they can arise even when the bulk states are
not topologically ordered with fractionalized excitations.
As we demonstrate in our examples, the existence of
these 1D SPT states can be inferred from the pres-
ence of symmetry-protected bound states that are lo-
calized at any domain wall between distinct classes of
the 1D gapped phases.60,61 Such domain walls can sup-
port parafermionic defects16–20,22,23,27,28,62 whose prop-
erties may be useful for topological quantum computa-
tion architectures.2
From this point of view, it is natural to link the cor-
rection to the entanglement entropy found in Ref. 29 to
the emergence of a 1D SPT. Given an entanglement cut
that runs along such a gapped interface, the sub-leading
constant in the entanglement entropy can be separated
into a sum of two terms,
γ = γa + γs, (1)
where γa = logD (with D the so-called total quantum
dimension3,4) is non-zero whenever the bulk 2D system
has deconfined anyonic excitations, i.e., non-trivial topo-
logical order, and we will show below that γs is a non-
negative correction that can be associated with the emer-
gent SPT interface. For a given set of bulk states that
can share a gapped interface, there are many possible
discrete values of γs that can arise; the value of γs de-
pends on the gapping interactions at the interface. We
refer to the set of possible γs as the boundary topological
entanglement sequence (BTES) corresponding to a given
interface. It has been shown that γa depends upon the
universal topological data of the 2D state, which for an
Abelian topological phase is encoded in its K-matrix (see
Sec. II) and results in γa = log
√|det(K)|. The correc-
tion γs depends on the properties of the local interactions
that give rise to a particular gapped interface, however
it still only depends on universal data because the al-
lowed sets of gapping interactions are solely determined
by the properties of the K-matrix through the Haldane
null-vector criterion.63 We will give a simple algorithm for
calculating the BTES for Abelian 2D topological phases,
and show to what extent γs can serve to classify the pos-
sible SPT states that are supported along 1D interfaces.
3For most of the calculations in this article we will imag-
ine a generic setup where two topological phases of mat-
ter L and R are connected laterally through a gapped
interface. The phases L and R are Abelian topological
phases that will be described using the K-matrix Chern-
Simons formalism,64,65 and they could be identical or dif-
ferent. The analysis of the possible 1D gapped interfaces
between L and R reveals five different scenarios.
1. Fully transmitting Interface: In Sec. III, we con-
sider interfaces across which every quasiparticle can
move. Thus, the bulk phases on either side of the
interface necessarily have the same topological or-
der. When a quasiparticle crosses the interface, it
either retains its topological properties or changes
into another type of quasiparticle. As we will dis-
cuss, a fully transmitting interface does not give
rise to a SPT phase. This is revealed by the ab-
sence of an emergent symmetry that is preserved
by the interactions that gap the interface, and has
γs = 0.
2. Gauging Related Interfaces: In Sec. IV, we first
study heterogeneous interfaces that appear at
the boundary between distinct Abelian topologi-
cal phases whose total quantum dimensions satisfy
DR
DL = k ∈ Z, where the R phase is obtained from
gauging a discrete Zk global symmetry of the L
phase. As such, the local backscattering process
that gaps this heterogeneous interface has an emer-
gent Zk global symmetry associated with the local
degrees of freedom of L. In Sec. VIII, we show that
bulk Abelian phases whose K-matrices are either
proportional or related by a gauging mechanism
share the same BTES and SPT interfaces. This
permits the grouping of different 2D phases into
equivalence classes associated to their BTES and
SPT interfaces. In the latter half of Section IV
we study a sandwich structure with two identical
Abelian topological phases separated by an inter-
mediate gauged phase. We show that as the in-
termediate gauged region is thinned down to zero
width, there is a clear mechanism for the formation
of an emergent symmetry leading to an SPT state
and an entanglement correction.
3. Homogeneous Self-Gappable SPT Interface: In
Sec. V, we discuss interfaces separating the same
non-chiral 2D bulk phase for which the degrees of
freedom living along the left (L) and right (R) sides
of the interface can be gapped independently. A
1D SPT can be generated by backscattering pro-
cesses that mix the local degrees of freedom on the
two sides of the interface such that the local in-
teractions are invariant under a symmetry group
GL × GR, acting on the L and R degrees of free-
dom with GL = GR =
∏
i Zdi . This type of inter-
face yields a correction to the entanglement entropy
given by γs =
∑
i log di. We will show that in this
case there are (pairs of) symmetry-protected non-
Abelian zero modes centered around the positions
of the domain walls separating distinct 1D phases.
4. Heterogeneous Stable Interface: In Sec. VI, we
consider interfaces between distinct L and R bulk
phases that are related by the gauging mechanism
studied in Sec. IV. We specialize to the case where
neither bulk L or R phase has boundary degrees of
freedom that can be gapped independently.14 We
refer to the associated interface as “stable without
symmetry,” or stable for short. Although one can-
not generate a trivial SPT phase in a heterogeneous
stable interface, since one cannot gap the L and R
sides independently, such interfaces can meet the
topologically trivial 2D vacuum at a junction be-
tween gapless edge states that support distinct sets
of quasiparticle excitations (see Fig. 4). We will
show that this type of edge-state junction supports
symmetry-protected parafermion-like excitations.
5. Homogeneous Chiral SPT Interface: In Sec. VII,
we discuss interfaces formed between the same chi-
ral 2D bulk phases. Because the edge theories asso-
ciated to the L and R phases have non-zero chiral
central charge, a gapped interface necessarily re-
quires backscattering processes that mix L and R
modes. When this interaction respects a GL × GR
symmetry, any endpoint of the gapped interface,
terminating at the topologically trivial 2D vac-
uum, can host a symmetry-protected parafermion-
like excitation.
We finish the article with sections on general proper-
ties of the boundary topological entanglement sequences
(Section VIII) and conclusions (Section IX). Several Ap-
pendices contain technical details.
II. GENERAL APPROACH
In this section, we summarize our conventions for
studying non-trivial gapped interfaces between left (L)
and right (R) 2D Abelian topological phases associated
to the r × r matrices, KL and KR. We model the low-
energy degrees of freedom living along any interface by
an interacting 1D Luttinger liquid. Defining
K =
(
KL 0
0 −KR
)
, (2)
the Luttinger liquid Lagrangian is66
L1D = 1
4pi
∂tΦIKIJ∂xΦJ − 1
4pi
∂xΦ
IVIJ∂xΦ
J −Hint[Φ] ,
(3)
where (t, x) denote the time and the spatial coordinates
along the interface, Φ = (φL, φR), where φL/R are the
r-component fields on the left and right sides of the inter-
face, VIJ is the forward-scattering/velocity matrix, and
4repeated indices I, J ∈ {1, ..., 2r} are summed over. In
the limit Hint[Φ] = 0, the Luttinger liquid Lagrangian
has a U(1)r × U(1)r symmetry, corresponding to the r
low-energy modes on each side of the interface.
The bosonic fields satisfy the equal-time commutation
relations,
[∂xΦI(x),ΦJ(y)] = −2piiK−1IJ δ(x− y). (4)
We choose the bosonic fields to have unit compactifica-
tion radii so that quasiparticles of the 2D bulk state are
created along the edge by the vertex operators,
V` = exp
(
i`TΦ
)
, (5)
where ` is a 2r-component integer vector, i.e., ` ∈ Z2r.
Importantly, in the quasiparticle spectrum, there exists
a set of local particles Ψ` that are identified with the
microscopic degrees of freedom of the theory. They are
represented by integer vectors ` = KΛ, where Λ ∈ Z2r,
such that every quasiparticle in the spectrum braids triv-
ially with respect to the local quasiparticles.64,65
We require that KL and KR permit a gapped interface.
Hint[Φ] contains the possible gap-generating interactions.
Typically, there are many such interactions when r > 1.
Heuristically, operators yielding a gapped spectrum pin
the 2r bosonic (phase) fields to r independent values that
minimize Hint[Φ]. The resulting ground state breaks the
U(1)r×U(1)r symmetry down to U(1)r. In this paper, we
are interested in gapped interfaces where this remaining
U(1)r symmetry admits a discrete subgroup GL × GR,
associated with independent symmetry transformations
acting on the L and R degrees of freedom. At the result-
ing gapped fixed point, the discrete symmetry protects
a 1D SPT phase, which is characterized by a non-zero
value of γs.
Interactions that gap the interface modes describe
physical processes coupling local quasiparticles. A set
of r such local interactions takes the form,
Hint[Φ] =
r∑
i=1
ai cos
(
ΛTi KΦ
)
=
r∑
i=1
ai cos
(
ΛTL,iKLφL − ΛTR,iKRφR
)
,
(6)
where ai ∈ R, and ΛTi ≡ (ΛL,i,ΛR,i)T with i = 1, ..., r, is
a set a integer vectors satisfying the null condition,63:
ΛTi KΛj = 0 , ∀ i, j = 1, ..., r . (7)
The null condition (7) guarantees that the r different
linear combinations of fields entering the cosine terms in
(6) can be simultaneously “locked” or pinned. It is useful
to recast Eq. (7) in the following matrix form,
MLKLMTL −MRKRMTR = 0 , (8)
where
ML/R =

ΛTL/R,1
ΛTL/R,2
. . .
ΛTL/R,r
 (9)
are r × r integer matrices whose rows are formed by the
vectors ΛTL/R,i.
That the interactions (6) break the U(1)2r symmetry
down to U(1)r can be manifestly seen by considering the
operators,
Sθjj = ei
θj
2pi
∫
I dxΛ
T
i K ∂xΦ, j = 1, ..., r , (10)
where I indicates the interface gapped by the interactions
Eq. (6). Due to the null condition (7), the operators
in Eq. (10) commute with each other and with all of
the interaction terms in Eq. (6) and generate continuous
phase rotations on the space of local operators Ψ`:
Sθjj Ψ` (Sθjj )−1 = eiθj `
T KΛj Ψ` ,
Ψ` = e
i`T KΦ = ei(`
T
L KL φL+`
T
RKR φR) .
(11)
Eq. (10) then accounts for the generators of U(1)r sym-
metry in the presence of the gapping interactions Eq. (6).
The U(1) generators (10) in general mix L and R fields.
Yet, in the following subsection we show that whenever
ML and MR are invertible matrices, we can identify a
subgroup GL×GR of U(1)r, corresponding to independent
discrete phase rotations that act separately on the L and
R degrees of freedom, such that the order of the discrete
groups GL and GR is given by |det(ML)| and |det(MR)|,
respectively. As we shall see, the existence of the discrete
L and R symmetries is directly related to gapped inter-
faces with non-zero values of γs, and the corresponding
1D SPT state. As such, we will only focus our attention
on independent L and R discrete symmetries, although
the U(1)r group may possess other discrete subgroups
that mix L and R fields.
A. Left/right discrete symmetries of the
interactions in Eq. (6)
We now discuss how, quite generally, interactions (6)
can possess a discrete global symmetry acting on local
quasiparticles. Consider the following global transforma-
tions acting independently on the left and right fields:
φL → φL + 2piK−1L αL , (12a)
φR → φR + 2piK−1R αR , (12b)
under which local operators ψL/R = e
i`TL/RKL/RφL/R
(`L/R ∈ Zr) transform as
ψL → ψL ei2pi`TLαL , (13a)
5ψR → ψR ei2pi`TRαR . (13b)
The interactions in Eq. (6) are invariant under the
global transformations in Eq. (12) if
ML αL ∈ Zr , (14a)
MR αR ∈ Zr . (14b)
If ML/R are invertible, Eq. (14) implies that αL/R are
of the form αL/R = M−1L/R tL/R, for tL/R ∈ Zr. Since
values of αL/R that differ by an element of Zr yield the
same transformations in Eq. (13), we identify αL/R mod
Zr. Thus, to deduce the symmetry of the gap opening in-
teractions, we must determine which values of tL/R yield
integer values of αL/R. This is achieved by computing
the Smith Normal Form (SNF) of ML/R:
DL/R = UL/RML/RVL/R, (15)
where DL/R are diagonal integer matrices with non-
zero diagonal entries d1,L/R, d2,L/R, . . . dr,L/R, and
UL/R,VL/R are unimodular matrices. It is useful to de-
fine α′L/R = V−1L/RαL/R and t′L/R = UL/RtL/R (notice
that α′L/R ∈ Zr if and only if αL/R ∈ Zr and, similarly,
t′L/R ∈ Zr if and only if tL/R ∈ Zr). It follows that
α′L/R = D−1L/Rt′L/R. (16)
Thus, α′L/R ∈ Zr if and only if di,L/R divides (t′L/R)i.
We conclude that the interface has GL × GR symmetry,
where
GL/R = Zd1,L/R × Zd2,L/R × · · · × Zdr,L/R . (17)
(The trivial discrete groups that occur in the decomposi-
tion in Eq. (17) whenever di,L/R = 1 are denoted by Z1.)
Using Eq. (15), the order, |GL/R|, of the left and right
symmetries is equal to the determinant of the matrices
in Eq. (9) formed by the null vectors,
|GL/R| = |det(ML/R)| . (18)
We stress that Eq. (18) was derived under the assump-
tion that ML/R are invertible matrices. However, if the
L and R degrees of freedom are not completely chiral,
then it is sometimes possible to open a gap without fully
mixing them. In this case, the matrices ML/R will not
be invertible. We discuss the important case in which
the L and R degrees of freedom are “self-gappable” in
Sec. V. In the subsequent formulas, we continue to as-
sume that the backscattering process mix the modes of
the L and R sides such thatML/R are invertible matrices
and Eq. (18) holds.
The symmetry generators that implement Eq. (12) are
SL/R = exp
[
i
∫
I
dx
(
M−1L/R tL/R
)T
∂xφL/R
]
, (19)
where I indicates the interface gapped by the local in-
teractions Eq. (6). A faithful representation of GL/R is
formed by choosing the r generators:
S
(p)
L/R = exp
[
i
∫
I
dx
(
α
(p)
L/R
)T
∂xφL/R
]
,
p = 1, ..., r ,
(20a)
where
α
(p)
L/R = VL/RD−1L/R ep (20b)
and (ep)i = δip.
B. Symmetry and entanglement
The symmetry of the interface is detectable via the
entanglement entropy. To show this we now consider
the constant, sub-leading term in the entanglement en-
tropy γ = γa + γs defined in Eq. (1). We will refer to
this term as the topological entanglement entropy (TEE),
since both γa and γs depend upon the topological data
encoded in the K-matrix: the former is given in terms
of the total quantum dimension;3,4 the latter is deter-
mined by interactions, which are related to the K-matrix
through the Haldane null-vector criterion.63 By the com-
plementarity property of entanglement entropy, the TEE
can be computed by tracing out either the right or left
side of the interface:
γ = γa,L/R + γs,L/R, (21)
where
γa,L/R =
1
2
log |detKL/R| (22)
and γs,L/R is the “TEE correction” found in Ref. 29.
In Appendix A, we show that for primitive gapping
terms, γs,L/R = log |detML/R| (we define primitivity
in Sec. II C). Thus, Eq. (18) yields,
γs,L/R = log |GL/R|. (23)
The null conditions (8) impose the constraint
|det(KL)|
|det(KR)| =
|GR|2
|GL|2 , (24)
which ensures that Eqs. (22) and (23) satisfy the com-
plementarity property (21). Eq (23) summarizes one of
the main results of this work: interactions can introduce
emergent symmetries whose presence is revealed by a cor-
rection to the TEE.
Eqs. (21) – (23) relate the topological character of
the bulk phases to the emergent symmetry respected
at their interface. An immediate consequence is that
the interactions stabilizing a gapped interface between
2D states with distinct fractionalized content, i.e., with
6γa,R 6= γa,L, must have distinct left and right global sym-
metries. For instance, consider the interface between
one-component Abelian theories with KL = km
2 and
KR = k n
2 (k,m, n ∈ Z and g.c.d(m,n) = 1). The
gap instability is driven by a local primitive interaction
Hint ∼
(
ψ†R
)m (
ψL
)n
+ H.c., where ψ†L/R are the lo-
cal quasiparticle creation operators, for which there is
a Zn × Zm symmetry associated with left and right de-
grees of freedom.28 The left and right local degrees of
freedom at the interface transform under different sym-
metries because the condensate at the interface does not
permit every quasiparticle to be fully transmitted from
one side to the other. Interfaces that separate two dis-
tinct topological phases behave as anyon Andreev reflec-
tors, as discussed in Ref. [28]. We will discuss these types
of heterogeneous interfaces in Sec.VI.
If γa,R = γa,L, Eqs. (21) – (23) imply that the interac-
tions allow a global Zm × Zm symmetry. When m > 1,
we find that this system realizes a 1D bosonic SPT state
with symmetry-protected zero modes with m2 degener-
ate ground states in an open chain.60,61 We will discuss
this type of interface in Secs. V and VII.
C. Primitivity Condition for the Null Vectors
In searching for solutions of the null condition (7), we
require that the null vectors be primitive.44 An integer
vector is primitive if the greatest common divisor of its
entries is 1. A set of integer vectors, Λi, is primitive,
if the linear combination aiΛi is a primitive vector for
every set of integers ai whose greatest common divisor
is 1. As a simple example to illustrate the concept of
primitivity, consider the interface between ν = 1 integer
quantum Hall (IQH) states for which KL = KR = 1 in
Eq. (2). This interface can be gapped by a backscat-
tering process, which is represented by the interaction
cos (φL − φR), where φL/R are the left- and right-moving
fields. The null vector associated with this interaction,
ΛT = (1, 1), is primitive. This primitive interaction is
not invariant under any non-trivial symmetry.
Any integer vector of the form (a, a) (with a ∈ Z)
is manifestly null, however, it is non-primitive when
|a| > 1. Now, consider the non-primitive interaction
cos [a(φL − φR)], for a > 1, which is invariant under
a Za × Za symmetry. When the non-primitive inter-
action acquires a non-zero vacuum expectation value
(VEV) and gaps the interface, the primitive, local in-
teraction, cos (φL − φR), also acquires a non-zero VEV,
which breaks the Za × Za symmetry. Thus, requiring
the gapping interactions to be primitive ensures that the
symmetry obeyed by such interactions cannot be trivially
broken by “more elementary” local null operators.
We will frequently invoke an equivalent condition for
primitivity: the null vectors Λi are primitive if and only
if the greatest common divisor of the set of r × r minors
of the r × 2r integer matrix (ML,MR) is 1.44 Although
the example of the ν = 1 IQH interface discussed above
suggests that local interactions possessing a global sym-
metry are always non-primitive, this is only true for one-
component edge theories. In multi-component edge theo-
ries, the edge can be gapped with local interactions that
are primitive, and yet still possess an unbroken global
discrete symmetry, as we will demonstrate with explicit
examples. When this occurs, the 1D system possesses
a discrete global symmetry with a unique (assuming pe-
riodic boundary conditions), gapped symmetric ground
state, whose low-energy properties will be identified with
that of a 1D SPT state.
III. FULLY TRANSMITTING INTERFACE
The conventional interface between two topological
phases with the same quasiparticle content is a fully
transmitting interface, where every quasiparticle ε com-
ing from, say, the left edge is transformed as it passes
across the interface into another quasiparticle ε′ that
propagates to the right side. As such, the types of fully
transmitting interfaces are in one-to-one correspondence
with anyonic permutation symmetries.23,67 These per-
mutation symmetries are transformations acting on the
quasiparticle spectrum that leave the fusion and braiding
properties of the set of quasiparticles invariant. Given a
2D Abelian phase described by a K-matrix, K, an any-
onic symmetry can typically be represented by a unimod-
ular matrix W ∈ SL(r,Z) such that W KWT = K.
Given an anyonic symmetry transformation described
by W , the following null vectors completely gap the in-
terface between K and itself:23
Λf.t.i =
(
ei
WT ei
)
(25)
where ei with i = 1, ..., r is a set of orthonormal Eu-
clidean vectors and the superscript f.t. denotes “fully
transmitting.” The null vectors (25) represent a process
whereby a quasiparticle ε on the left side of the interface
is transformed to WT ε as it crosses to the right side of
the interface. From the null vectors in Eq. (25), we iden-
tify ML = Ir×r and MR = W in Eq. (9). As a conse-
quence of the unimodular character of W , it follows that
|GL| = |det(ML)| = 1 and |GR| = |det(MR)| = 1. This
implies that the local interactions gapping the interface
do not have an emergent symmetry, and do not gener-
ate an entanglement entropy correction. The absence of
an entanglement entropy correction for fully transmitting
interfaces is a consequence of the fact that this type of
interface imposes no constraint on which quasiparticles
can pass across the interface.
7IV. GAUGING RELATED INTERFACES AND
EMERGENT INTERFACE SYMMETRY
A. Inhomogeneous gauging related interfaces
We now present a general mechanism to generate local
gapping interactions that are invariant under a discrete
symmetry. Consider the interface characterized by
KL = K , KR = GKG
T , (26)
where G ∈ GL(r,Z). If |detG| > 1, then the two phases
on either side of the interface have different topological
order. The interface can be fully gapped by primitive
interactions associated with the null vectors,
(ΛG)
T
i =
(
eTi G, e
T
i
)
, i = 1, ..., r . (27)
Thus, we find that
ML = G , MR = Ir×r , (28)
which implies that the interactions associated with the
null vectors in Eq. (27) are invariant under a discrete
symmetry group GL acting on the left fields, where |GL| =
|det(G)|.
For each unimodular matrix W that represents an any-
onic symmetry of KR, such that WKRW
T = KR, the set(
Λ(W G)
)T
i
=
(
eTi (W G), e
T
i
)
, i = 1, ..., r , (29)
is also a valid set of null vectors that can gap the het-
erogeneous interface. Following Eqs. (15) – (17), this in-
terface is invariant under the same symmetry, GL. This
type of heterogeneous interface is depicted in Fig. 1.
K KG
(WG , I) 
FIG. 1. (Color online) The interface between the distinct
topological phases associated to the K-matrices, K and KG =
GKGT , runs along the vertical axis. The null vectors are
parametrized by (ML,MR) = (W G, Ir×r). This indicates
that the local interactions are invariant under the discrete
symmetry GL × Z1, where |GL| = |det(G)|, and Z1 represents
the trivial discrete group for the right-hand side of the inter-
face.
The gapping interactions of this interface have an
emergent symmetry because KL and KR in Eq. (26) are
related by the gauging procedure,
K → KG ≡ GKGT . (30)
IfG is unimodular, Eq. (30) merely represents a change of
basis. However, if |detG| > 1, then the map (30) changes
the topological structure of the theory: it describes a pro-
cess whereby a discrete symmetry, G, of the original 2D
phase described by K is gauged. The resulting Abelian
state, described by KG, contains deconfined fractional-
ized excitations which, in the Abelian phase described
by K, represent (confined) fluxes of the global symme-
try G (we will also call these “twist” defects).46,68,69 The
gapping vectors of the interface between K and its G-
gauged state KG, parametrized by the null vectors in
Eq. (27), represent a physical process whereby a set of
deconfined excitations of the KG phase is confined along
the interface. The utility of gauging a global symmetry
of a gapped phase to characterize the un-gauged, symme-
try preserving phase was first pointed out by Levin and
Gu in Ref. [46]. Here it plays an important role in the
identification of symmetry-protected gapped interfaces.
The deconfinement process in Eq. (30) changes the to-
tal quantum dimension of the Abelian state, and thus the
bulk contribution of the TEE, as follows:
γa,K → γa,KG = γa,K + log |detG| , (31)
where γa,K =
1
2 log |detK| and γa,KG = 12 log |detKG|. If
the entanglement cut is exactly at the interface in Fig. 1,
one also finds the TEE given by Eq. (31). This has two
complementary interpretations depending on which side
of the cut is traced over. For one side the sub-leading
correction to the area law is just the usual TEE of the
Abelian topologically ordered phase. For the other side
this value is a combination of the conventional TEE of K
plus the correction due to an emergent global symmetry
G.
B. Homogeneous interface with emergent
symmetry
Consider now the situation depicted in Fig. 2(a), where
the topological phases associated to K are separated by a
slab containing the topological phase associated to KG =
GKGT . We label by 1 and 2 the two interfaces, where
K1 =
(
K 0
0 −GKGT
)
, K2 =
(
GKGT 0
0 −K
)
(32)
are the effective K-matrices controlling the dynamics of
the low-energy modes localized to the two interfaces. We
assume initially that the thickness of the intermediate
slab is large enough so that we can treat interfaces 1 and
2 separately from each other, i.e., we can ignore possible
long-range tunneling between the degrees of freedom lo-
calized on the two separate interfaces. Then, primitive
null vectors of interface 1 read(
Λ
(1)
(W1G)
)T
i
=
(
eTi (W1G), e
T
i
)
, i = 1, ..., r , (33)
while those of interface 2 are(
Λ
(2)
(W2G)
)T
i
=
(
eTi , e
T
i (W2G)
)
, i = 1, ..., r , (34)
8where W1,W2 ∈ SL(r,Z) are any two anyonic symmetries
of KG = GKG
T , so as to satisfy the null condition (7).
In the limit where the thickness of the intermediate
topological slab goes to zero, as depicted in Fig. 2(b), one
recovers the interface between the left and right topolog-
ical phases described by
K =
(
K 0
0 −K
)
, (35)
whose null vectors, obtained by “fusing” those in Eq.(33)
and Eq.(34), are given by70(
Λ(W1G,W2G)
)T
i
=
(
eTi (W1G), e
T
i (W2G)
)
,
i = 1, ..., r .
(36)
As a result, we have
ML = W1G , MR = W2G . (37)
Thus,ML andMR have the same SNF. Eqs (15) – (17)
then dictate that the same symmetry is generated on ei-
ther side of the interface, and that the order of the sym-
metry is |detG|. Notice that Eq. (37) admits the more
general solution, ML = W1GW˜L and MR = W2GW˜R,
where W˜L and W˜R are anyonic symmetries of KL and
KR, and KL = KR = K in this case. However, the
multiplication by anyonic symmetries W˜L and W˜R can
be absorbed into a basis change and, as such, does not
change the physical properties of the gapped interface.71
If the null vectors corresponding to Eq (37) are primi-
tive, then the TEE obtained by tracing the left (or right)
degrees of freedom of the interface in Fig. 2(b) is given
by
γ = γa,K + log |detG| , (38)
which is identical to the right hand side of Eq. (31). In
other words, the origin of the TEE correction for the ho-
mogeneous interface can be interpreted as a memory of
the fact that the phase was constructed from thin inter-
mediate slabs of KG.
However, the interactions associated with Eq. (36) are
not necessarily primitive. For instance, in the trivial case
W1 = W2 = Ir×r, the r×r minors of (ML,MR) = (G,G)
are in the set {0,±detG}; since their greatest common
divisor is |detG|, the null vectors are not primitive when
|detG| > 1 (recall the criteria in Sec. II C to compute
primitivity). If the fused null vectors are not primitive,
then the emergent symmetry will generically be spon-
taneously broken when the intermediate gauged region
is thinned, and the TEE correction will disappear, i.e.,
γs = 0. This is reminiscent of the concept of “weak
symmetry breaking” introduced in Ref. 72 where it was
shown that one could make a “thick” gapped edge of a 2D
SPT phase without breaking a protecting symmetry, but
when the thick, gapped edge was narrowed, the system
was shown to spontaneously break at least one of the pro-
tecting symmetries. In the context of this article we are
KGK K
(W G, I) (I, W G) 1 2
K K
(W G , W G) 1 2
(a)
(b)
FIG. 2. (Color online) (a) In the limit where the intermediate
slab thickness is large, interfaces 1 and 2 can be treated as
being decoupled from each other. At each interface, the null
vectors are parametrized by (W1G, Ir×r) and (Ir×r,W2G),
implying that the local interactions on each interface are in-
variant under the symmetry G, where |G| = |det(G)|. (b) As
the thickness of the intermediate slab goes to zero, one recov-
ers the homogeneous interface, with null vectors parametrized
by (W1G,W2G), signaling that the local gapping interactions
are invariant under the discrete G × G symmetry. The Smith
normal form of the matrix G specifies the discrete symme-
try, and the minors of (W1G,W2G) determine whether these
interactions are primitive.
precisely interested in the case when the weak symmetry
breaking mechanism is frustrated so that the symmetry
remains intact; the primitivity of the null vectors ensures
this outcome.
Now that we have described a general intuitive picture
for the emergence of interface symmetries and TEE cor-
rections, in the following sections we will discuss exam-
ple systems that illustrate that the emergent symmetries
can support non-trivial 1D interface SPTs and associated
parafermion bound states.
V. HOMOGENEOUS SELF-GAPPABLE
INTERFACES
In this section, we consider homogeneous interfaces de-
scribed by the K-matrix in Eq. (35), such that each side of
the interface is non-chiral and can be gapped by backscat-
tering processes that do not involve modes from the other
side of the interface. (A necessary condition is that K
has zero signature and det(K) = ±k2, where k ∈ Z; for
a complete analysis see Ref. 14.) To keep the discussion
as simple as possible, we consider the two simplest ex-
9amples, K = σx and K = σz, which represent bosonic
and fermionic topologically trivial insulators. (As dis-
cussed in Sec VIII C, the discussion can be immediately
generalized to cover the cases with the bulk K-matrices
K = p σx or K = p σz, for any non-zero integer p.)
Our approach, in both of these cases, has two steps.
First, we apply the formalism of Sec. IV to find primitive
interactions that have a nontrivial emergent symmetry,
and hence a non-zero TEE correction. These gapping in-
teractions, as indicated by the form of the null vectors
in Eq. (36), represent correlated backscattering processes
between left and right modes (recall that left and right
denote degrees of freedom on the sides of the interface,
not the chirality of the modes), and preserve a G × G
symmetry at the interface. Second, we identify a dif-
ferent set of interactions that gap the interface without
mixing the left and right sides, but which are also invari-
ant under the G × G symmetry. Since these interactions
do not couple the two sides of the interface, they do not
yield a TEE correction (or any contribution to the en-
tanglement entropy). As a result, these gapping terms
correspond to a trivial SPT phase. Remarkably, we will
show that the interactions that mix the two sides can be
interpreted as a non-trivial SPT and a domain wall be-
tween the non-trivial and the trivial SPT interfaces host
a pair of zero modes transforming projectively under the
action of the G ×G symmetry. An array of domain walls
arranged along the interface gives rise to a ground state
degeneracy, signaling the “non-Abelian” nature of these
zero modes.
A. K = σx
At an interface with Kx = σx ⊕ (−σx), non-
trivial gapped interfaces of the form Eq. (37) can be
parametrized by
M(n)L =
(
1 0
0 n
)
, M(n)R = W2M(n)L =
(
0 n
1 0
)
, (39)
where W2 = σx, for any non-zero integer n. Eq.(39)
encodes the null vectors
Λ
(n)
1 = (1, 0, 0, n) , Λ
(n)
2 = (0, n, 1, 0) . (40)
The 2× 2 minors of(
M(n)L ,M(n)R
)
=
(
1 0 0 n
0 n 1 0
)
(41)
are {n, 1, 0, 0,−n2,−n}; since their greatest common di-
visor is 1, the null vectors (40) are primitive for all integer
n. Eq. (39) implies, using Eqs. (18) and (23), that the
BTES associated with this interface is
{γ(n)s = log |n| , n ∈ Z∗} . (42)
The null vectors in Eq. (40) correspond to primitive
interactions,
H1,x = cos (φ2,L − nφ1,R) ,
H2,x = cos (φ2,R − nφ1,L). (43)
The Smith normal form of M(n)L/R is given by D(n)L/R =
U (n)L/RM(n)L/R V(n)L/R, where
D(n)L = D(n)R =
(
n 0
0 1
)
,
U (n)L = I2×2 , U (n)R = U (n)L σx = σx ,
V(n)L = V(n)R = I2×2 ,
(44)
which shows that the gapping interactions in Eq. (43) are
invariant under a Zn × Zn symmetry acting separately
on the left (φ1,L, φ2,L) and right (φ1,R, φ2,R) degrees of
freedom. They are generated by (Eq.(20))
S
(n)
x,L = exp
(
i
n
∫
Ix
dx ∂xφ2L
)
, (45)
S
(n)
x,R = exp
(
i
n
∫
Ix
dx ∂xφ2R
)
, (46)
where the domain of integration Ix contains the region
of the interface that is gapped by the local interactions
Eq. (43). The Zn × Zn symmetry, whose generators are
given by the expressions above, form a subgroup of the
U(1)×U(1) symmetry with generators given in Eq. (10).
Following Sec. IV, we give an interpretation for the null
vectors associated with Eq. (39) in terms of a gauging
process. Notice that
Kn,x ≡M(n)L/R σx
(
M(n)L/R
)T
= nσx , (47)
where Kn,x is identified as the K-matrix of a deconfined
Zn gauge theory. The charge and flux quasiparticle exci-
tations of this gauge theory are represented, respectively,
by e = (1, 0) and m = (0, 1). The Zn gauge theory de-
scribes the deconfined phase of the symmetry fluxes as-
sociated with the global Zn symmetries given by Eq.(45)
and (46), where the flux associated to the Zn transfor-
mation is given by the vertex operator e
i
nφ2,L/R .
To explain the origin of the gapping interactions in
Eq. (43) from the gauged theory, consider, as in Fig. 2(a),
a slab of the Zn gauge theory in between two regions
of the K = σx theory. At the interfaces 1 and 2, the
effective K matrices are given, respectively, by K1 =
σx ⊕ (−nσx) [with low energy modes described by the
fields (φ1L, φ2L, θ1, θ2)] and K2 = nσx⊕ (−σx) [with low
energy modes described by the fields (θ
′
1, θ
′
2, φ1R, φ2R)].
Consider gapping out the modes of K1 with the primi-
tive null vectors Λ˜a,1 = (1, 0, 1, 0) and Λ˜b,1 = (0, n, 0, 1),
where the underlined entries are associated with the Zn
gauge theory. The interactions associated with these
null vectors read Va,1 = cos (φ2L − n θ2) and Vb,1 =
cos (nφ1L − n θ1). The interaction Va,1 enforces the for-
mation of a bound state between the symmetry flux
e
i
nφ2L and m¯ = e−iθ2 , and the interaction Vb,1 enforces
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the formation of a bound state between the local boson
eiφ1L and e¯ = e−iθ1 .
Likewise, consider gapping out the modes of K2
with the primitive null vectors Λ˜a,2 = (1, 0, 0, n) and
Λ˜b,2 = (0, 1, 1, 0). The interactions associated with
these null vectors read Va,2 = cos (n θ
′
2 − nφ1R) and
Vb,2 = cos (n θ
′
1 − φ2R). The interaction Va,2 enforces
the formation of a bound state between the local bo-
son e−iφ1R and m = eiθ
′
2 , and interaction Vb,2 enforces
the formation of a bound state between the symmetry
flux e−
i
nφ2R and e = eiθ
′
1 . Now, imagine a process
whereby the intermediate slab of the topological phase
is thinned out, as described in Fig. 2(b), so as to give
rise to the original interface we proposed to study de-
scribed by K = σx ⊕ (−σx). This process then naturally
yields the null vectors Eq. (40) by “fusing” Λ˜a,1 with Λ˜a,2
(which involves the formation a new bound state between
e
i
nφ2L and e−iφ1R after the process m¯ × m ∼ 1) and by
“fusing” Λ˜b,1 with Λ˜b,2 (which involves the formation of
a new bound state between e−
i
nφ2R and eiφ1L after the
process e¯× e ∼ 1). Note however that when the interface
2 is gapped by the pair of null vectors Λ˜
′
a,2 = (1, 0, 1, 0)
and Λ˜
′
b,2 = (0, 1, 0, n), the previous analysis gives that the
homogeneous interface with K = σx ⊕ σx is gapped by
the interactions cos (φ2L − φ2R) and cos (nφ1L − nφ1R),
which, despite Zn × Zn symmetric, are non-primitive.
This means that the ground state spontaneously breaks
the symmetry with n symmetry broken vacua character-
ized by the expectation value of φ1L−φ1R. Furthermore,
the nature of the symmetry broken phase can be probed
with the local operator cos (φ1L − φ1R).
We can also find trivial gapping terms that do not mix
the left and right sides of the interface, such as
Λ
(0)
1 = (1, 0, 0, 0) Λ
(0)
2 = (0, 0, 1, 0) , (48)
whose associated gapping interactions,
H(0)1,x = cos (φ2L) ,
H(0)2,x = cos (φ2R) ,
(49)
are manifestly invariant under the action of the left and
right symmetry generators in Eqs. (45) and (46).
Let us now consider a series of domain walls separat-
ing segments gapped by the interactions in Eq. (49) from
segments gapped by the interactions in Eq. (43). Let
Rx0 = ∪i (x2i+ε, x2i+1−ε) be the region gapped solely by
the interactions Eq. (49), and Rxn = ∪i (x2i−1 +ε, x2i−ε)
be the region gapped solely by the interactions Eq. (43),
where ε = 0+ is an infinitesimally small distance regu-
lator. We assume also that the length of each of these
segments, |xk+1 − xk|  ξ, where ξ is the correlation
length set by the energy gap due to the interactions. We
are going to show that there is a symmetry-protected
ground state degeneracy associated with this configura-
tion, which is a consequence of the existence of a pair
of Zn parafermions localized at each domain wall, each
possessing the quantum dimension
√
n. In order to show
the existence of these zero mode excitations, consider the
set of mutually commuting operators:
A
(n)
2i−1,2i = exp
( i
n
∫ x2i+ε
x2i−1−ε
dx ∂xφ2L
)
, (50a)
B
(n)
2i−1,2i = exp
( i
n
∫ x2i+ε
x2i−1−ε
dx ∂xφ2R
)
. (50b)
Moreover, consider another set of mutually commuting
operators:
A
(0)
2i,2i+1 = exp
[ i
n
∫ x2i+1+ε
x2i−ε
dx ∂x(φ2R − nφ1L)
]
,
(51a)
B
(0)
2i,2i+1 = exp
[ i
n
∫ x2i+1+ε
x2i−ε
dx ∂x(φ2L − nφ1R)
]
.
(51b)
The two sets of non-local operators defined in Eqs. (50)
and (51) commute with all the the gapping interactions
in Eqs. (49) and (43). Hence, the commutation relations
between these operators offer useful information about
the ground state manifold, for the states belonging to this
manifold form a representation of the operator algebra,
whose dimension is the ground state degeneracy.
Making use of the result derived in Appendix B, we
find that the only non-trivial commutation relations read:
A
(n)
2i−1,2iA
(0)
2j,2j+1 = e
i 2pin (δj,i−δj,i−1)A(0)2j,2j+1A
(n)
2i−1,2i ,
B
(n)
2i−1,2iB
(0)
2j,2j+1 = e
−i 2pin (δj,i−δj,i−1)B(0)2j,2j+1B
(n)
2i−1,2i .
(52)
Eq. (52) implies that the commutation relations between
these non-local operators break into two independent
sets. In each of these sets, say the first one, the operators
A
(n)
2i−1,2i act as raising or lowering operators with respect
to the neighboring operators A
(0)
2i−2,2i−1 and A
(n)
2i,2i+1.
Since
(
A
(n)
2i−1,2i
)n
and
(
A
(0)
2i−1,2i
)n
act as the identity
operator, each of the algebras appearing in Eq. (52) can
be represented by conventional “clock” operators, where
the minimum dimension of the representation of each of
these algebras gives the ground degeneracy. For a con-
figuration with 2g domain walls, Eq. (52) implies ground
state degeneracy of ng−1 × ng−1.
This ground state degeneracy is due to the presence of
a pair of zero modes, (αi, βi), at the domain walls:
α2i = e
i
n (φ2R−nφ1L)(x2i−ε)+ in φ2L(x2i+ε) ,
α2i+1 = e
i
n φ2L(x2i+1−ε)+ in (φ2R−nφ1L)(x2i+1+ε) ,
(53)
and
β2i = e
i
n (φ2L−nφ1R)(x2i−ε)+ in φ2R(x2i+ε) ,
β2i+1 = e
i
n φ2R(x2i+1−ε)+ in (φ2L−nφ1R)(x2i+1+ε) .
(54)
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Zero-dimensional domain walls (black
dots) separating 1D Zn × Zn SPT states (red) formed by the
interactions in Eq. (43) from the trivial SPT states (blue)
formed by the interactions in Eq. (49). Each domain wall
supports a pair of parafermions defined in Eqs. (53) and (54).
These zero modes satisfy the algebra α2i+1 α2i =
e−i
2pi
n α2i α2i+1, β2i+1 β2i = e
i 2pin β2i β2i+1 and αi βj =
βj αi, which we identify as two independent sets of
parafermions62 with quantum dimension
√
n. The non-
local operators in Eqs. (50) and (51) can be expressed
as parafermion bilinears such as α†2i α2i+1 ∼ A(0)2i,2i+1,
β†2i β2i+1 ∼ B(0)2i,2i+1, and so on. Furthermore, the trans-
formation of the parafermion operators under the global
Zn × Zn symmetry reads:
S
(n)
x,L αj
(
S
(n)
x,L
)−1
= e−i
2pi
n αj , S
(n)
x,R αj
(
S
(n)
x,R
)−1
= αj
S
(n)
x,L βj
(
S
(n)
x,L
)−1
= βj , S
(n)
x,R βj
(
S
(n)
x,R
)−1
= ei
2pi
n βj .
(55)
It is important to notice that the parafermions αi in
Eq. (53) contain the vertex operator ei (
1
nφ2R−φ1L), which
is a bound state between the right Zn domain wall cre-
ation operator, e
i
nφ2R , and the left Zn order operator,
eiφ1L . Similarly, the parafermions βi in Eq. (54) encode
the bound state between the left Zn domain wall creation
operator and the right Zn order operator, thus explicitly
realizing the notion of domain wall decoration associated
with the Zn×Zn SPT state.60,61,73 It is noteworthy that,
while in the lattice models of Refs. 60 and 61, one can at-
tach a single Zn domain wall to p ∈ {1, ..., n− 1} charges
of the other Zn group, which accounts for n − 1 non-
trivial classes of SPT states, the low-energy field theory
construction presented in this section only accounts for
the p = 1 class associated with the binding of a domain
wall with the unit Zn charge. In Appendix C we provide
the generalization that accounts for the other classes of
SPT states.
Let us now discuss the effect of small local perturba-
tions on the ground state manifold. If the perturbation
preserves the Zn × Zn symmetry, then its effect on the
zero-mode subspace is to induce symmetry-preserving
couplings of the form α†i αj , β
†
i βj , α
†
i αj β
†
` βk (i 6= j,
` 6= k) and so on, which, due to the presence of the
gapped spectrum, have an exponentially small effect on
the ground state degeneracy. If, however, the Zn × Zn
symmetry is broken by a local perturbation, then the lo-
cal coupling α†i βi between parafermions at the same do-
main wall is generically induced, which lifts the ground
state degeneracy.
B. K = σz
At the interface with Kz = σz ⊕ (−σz), non-trivial
gapped interfaces parametrized by Eq. (37) are found to
give rise to two classes of primitive gapped interfaces.
1. First type:
The first type of gapped interface with Kz = σz⊕(−σz)
is parametrized by
M(2m+1)L =
(
m+ 1 m
m m+ 1
)
,
M(2m+1)R = W2M(2m+1)L , W2 = σz ,
(56)
for any non-zero integer m. Eq. (56) implies, using
Eqs. (18) and (23), that the BTES associated with this
interface is
{γ(2m+1)s = log |2m+ 1| , m ∈ Z∗} . (57)
Eq. (56) corresponds to the null vectors
L
(2m+1)
1 = (m+ 1,m,m+ 1,m) ,
L
(2m+1)
2 = (m,m+ 1,−m,−(m+ 1)) ,
(58)
and the local gapping interactions
H1,z = cos
[
(m+ 1)φ1L −mφ2L − (m+ 1)φ1R +mφ2R
]
H2,z = cos
[
mφ1L − (m+ 1)φ2L +mφ1R − (m+ 1)φ2R
]
.
(59)
As discussed in Sec. II, the interactions (59) are invari-
ant under a U(1)×U(1) symmetry whose generators are
given in Eq. (10). However, using the fact thatM(2m+1)L/R
are invertible for any integer m (since det
(
M(2m+1)L
)
=
−det
(
M(2m+1)R
)
= 2m + 1), we can determine a sub-
group of U(1) × U(1) associated with independent sym-
metries of the L and R fields. For that consider the
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SNF of M(2m+1)L/R , D(2m+1)L/R = U (2m+1)L/R M(2m+1)L/R V(2m+1)L/R ,
where
D(2m+1)L = D(2m+1)R =
(
2m+ 1 0
0 1
)
U (2m+1)L =
(
1 1
0 1
)
, U (2m+1)R = U (2m+1)L σz
V(2m+1)L = V(2m+1)R =
(
m+ 1 −1
−m 1
)
.
(60)
The first line of Eq. (60) implies that the gapping inter-
actions Eq. (59) are invariant under a Z2m+1 × Z2m+1
symmetry, whose generators are
S
(2m+1)
z,L = exp
{
i
2m+ 1
∫
Iz
dx [(m+ 1)∂xφ1L −m∂xφ2L]
}
' exp
{
− im
2m+ 1
∫
Iz
dx [∂xφ1L + ∂xφ2L]
}
(61)
and
S
(2m+1)
z,R = exp
{
i
2m+ 1
∫
Iz
dx [(m+ 1)∂xφ1R −m∂xφ2R]
}
' exp
{
− im
2m+ 1
∫
Iz
dx [∂xφ1R + ∂xφ2R]
}
,
(62)
where the domain of integration Iz contains the region
of the interface that is gapped by the local interactions
in Eq. (59). In going from the first line to the second of
Eqs. (61) and (62), we have dropped, respectively, the
terms exp
(
i
∫
Iz dx ∂x φ1L
)
and exp
(
i
∫
Iz dx ∂x φ1R
)
,
that act trivially on the local fields, and thus can be
removed from the definition of the symmetry generators.
In line with the discussion in Sec. IV, we give an inter-
pretation for the null vectors associated with Eq. (56) in
terms of a gauging process. Notice that
K2m+1,z ≡M(2m+1)L/R σz
(
M(2m+1)L/R
)T
= (2m+ 1)σz ,
(63)
where K2m+1,z is identified as the K-matrix of a topo-
logically ordered theory. Also notice that the only non-
trivial anyonic symmetry of this theory is implemented
by W2 = σz, which transforms the quasiparticle of
the Z2m+1 gauge theory described by the integer vector
` = (a, b)T into ` = (a,−b)T . So the relation appearing
in Eq. (56), between M(2m+1)L and M(2m+1)R in terms of
the anyonic symmetry W2, exemplifies the general case
(see Eq. (37)) discussed in Sec. IV.
The Z2m+1 topological phase associated to the K-
matrix in Eq. (63) describes a topological order with de-
confined fluxes of the global Z2m+1 symmetries given by
Eqs. (61) and (62), where the symmetry flux associated
to the Z2m+1 transformation is given by the vertex op-
erator e
i
2m+1 (φ1,L/R+φ2,L/R). Upon deconfinement of such
fluxes, this global Z2m+1 symmetry is promoted to a lo-
cal gauge symmetry, and the resulting gauge theory is
described by the K-matrix Eq. (63).
Now let us move on to look for topological bound states
on domain walls between regions with different gapping
interactions. We have the non-trivial gapping terms with
null vectors L2m+11 , L
2m+1
2 that will appear on one side of
the domain wall. On the other side we will consider triv-
ial symmetric (and primitive) gapping interactions given
by:
H(0)1,z = cos (φ1L + φ2L)
H(0)2,z = cos (φ1R + φ2R) .
(64)
These interactions are associated with the null vectors,
L
(0)
1 = (1,−1, 0, 0) ,
L
(0)
2 = (0, 0, 1,−1) .
(65)
Now consider a series of domain walls separating seg-
ments gapped by the local interactions in Eq. (64), from
segments gapped by the interactions in Eq. (59). Let
Rz0 = ∪i (x2i + ε, x2i+1 − ε) be the region gapped solely
by the interactions in Eq. (64), and Rz2m+1 = ∪i (x2i−1 +
ε, x2i−ε) be the region gapped solely by the interactions
in Eq. (59). We assume also that the length of each of
these segments, |xk+1−xk| >> ξ, where ξ is the correla-
tion length set by the energy gap due to the interactions.
Consider the set of mutually commuting operators:
C
(2m+1)
2i−1,2i = e
i
2(2m+1)
∫ x2i+ε
x2i−1−ε dx
(
L
(0)
1 +L
(0)
2
)TK ∂xφ, (66a)
D
(2m+1)
2i−1,2i = e
i
2(2m+1)
∫ x2i+ε
x2i−1−ε dx
(
L
(0)
1 −L(0)2
)TK ∂xφ. (66b)
Moreover, consider another set of mutually commuting
operators:
C
(0)
2i,2i+1 = e
i
2m+1
∫ x2i+1+ε
x2i−ε dxL
(2m+1)
2
TK ∂xφ, (67a)
D
(0)
2i,2i+1 = e
i
2m+1
∫ x2i+1+ε
x2i−ε dxL
(2m+1)
1
TK ∂xφ. (67b)
Importantly, the non-local operators defined in Eqs. (66)
and (67) commute with all terms appearing in the inter-
action part of the Hamiltonian in Eqs. (64) and (59).
Making use of the result derived in Appendix B, we
find that the nontrivial commutation relations among
these operators read:
C
(2m+1)
2i−1,2i C
(0)
2j,2j+1 = e
−i 2pi2m+1 (δj,i−δj,i−1) C(0)2j,2j+1 C
(2m+1)
2i−1,2i ,
D
(2m+1)
2i−1,2i D
(0)
2j,2j+1 = e
−i 2pi2m+1 (δj,i−δj,i−1)D(0)2j,2j+1D
(2m+1)
2i−1,2i .
(68)
Eq.(68) implies two independent sets of Z2m+1 clock op-
erators from which one can identify the ground state de-
generacy (2m+ 1)g−1 × (2m+ 1)g−1 for a configuration
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with 2g domain walls. A pair of parafermion operators
with quantum dimension
√
2m+ 1 can be shown to be
supported at each of these domain walls. We omit the
demonstration because it mirrors the one discussed in
Sec. V A.
2. Second type:
The second type of gapped interface with Kz = σz ⊕
(−σz) can be parametrized by
M(4m)L =
(
2m 2m
1 −1
)
,
M(4m)R = W2M(4m)L , W2 = σx ,
(69)
for any non-zero integer m. Eq. (69) implies, using
Eqs. (18) and (23), that the BTES associated with this
interface is
{γ(4m)s = log |4m| , m ∈ Z∗} . (70)
Eq. (69) is associated with the null vectors
L
(4m)
1 = (2m, 2m, 1,−1) ,
L
(4m)
2 = (1,−1, 2m, 2m) ,
(71)
and the local gapping interactions:
H˜1,z = cos
[
2mφ1L − 2mφ2L − φ1R − φ2R
]
,
H˜2,z = cos
[
φ1L + φ2L − 2mφ1R + 2mφ2R
]
.
(72)
The SNF of M(4m)L/R , D(4m)L/R = U (4m)L/R M(4m)L/R V(4m)L/R ,
D(4m)L = D(4m)R =
(
4m 0
0 1
)
U (4m)L =
(
1 2m
0 −1
)
, U (4m)R = U (4m)L σx
V(4m)L = V(4m)R =
(
1 0
1 1
)
,
(73)
implies that the gapping interactions in Eq. (72) are in-
variant under a Z4m × Z4m symmetry, whose left and
right generators are, respectively,
S
(4m)
z,L = exp
{
i
4m
∫
I′z
dx (∂xφ1L + ∂xφ2L)
}
, (74)
and
S
(4m)
z,R = exp
{
i
4m
∫
I′z
dx (∂xφ1R + ∂xφ2R)
}
, (75)
where the domain of integration I ′z contains the region
of the interface that is gapped by the local interactions
in Eq. (72).
In line with the discussion in Sec. IV, we give an inter-
pretation for the null vectors associated with Eq. (69) in
terms of a gauging process. Notice that
K4m,x ≡M(4m)L/R σz
(
M(4m)L/R
)T
= 4mσx , (76)
where K4m,x is identified as the K-matrix of the decon-
fined Z4m gauge theory. As such, the Z4m gauge theory
obtained in Eq. (76) describes a theory where the sym-
metry fluxes associated with the global Z4m symmetries
given by Eqs. (74) and (75) are deconfined. The symme-
try flux associated to the Z4m transformation is given by
the vertex operator e
i
4m (φ1,L/R+φ2,L/R). The interactions
(72) describe a gapped interface which can be obtained in
the zero thickness limit of the slab of Z4m gauge theory
(76), as depicted in Fig. 2(b).
Now consider a series of domain walls that separate
segments gapped by the local interactions in Eq. (64)
from segments gapped by the interactions in Eq. (72).
Let Rz0 = ∪i (x2i+ε, x2i+1−ε) be the region gapped solely
by the interactions in Eq. (64), and Rz4m = ∪i (x2i−1 +
ε, x2i−ε) be the region gapped solely by the interactions
in Eq. (72). We assume also that the length of each of
these segments, |xk+1−xk| >> ξ, where ξ is the correla-
tion length set by the energy gap due to the interactions.
Consider the set of mutually commuting operators:
E
(4m)
2i−1,2i = e
i
4m
∫ x2i+ε
x2i−1−ε dxL
(0)
1
TK ∂xφ, (77a)
F
(4m)
2i−1,2i = e
i
4m
∫ x2i+ε
x2i−1−ε dxL
(0)
2
TK ∂xφ. (77b)
In addition, consider another set of mutually commuting
operators:
E
(0)
2i,2i+1 = e
i
4m
∫ x2i+1+ε
x2i−ε dxL
(4m)
2
TK ∂xφ, (78a)
F
(0)
2i,2i+1 = e
i
4m
∫ x2i+1+ε
x2i−ε dxL
(4m)
1
TK ∂xφ. (78b)
The non-local operators defined in Eqs. (77) and (78)
commute with all the local terms of the interacting part
of the Hamiltonian in Eqs. (64) and (72).
Making use of the result derived in Appendix B,
we find that the only nontrivial commutation relations
among these operators reads:
E
(4m)
2i−1,2iE
(0)
2j,2j+1 = e
−i 2pi4m (δj,i−δj,i−1)E(0)2j,2j+1E
(4m)
2i−1,2i ,
F
(4m)
2i−1,2i F
(0)
2j,2j+1 = e
−i 2pi4m (δj,i−δj,i−1) F (0)2j,2j+1 F
(4m)
2i−1,2i .
(79)
Eq. (79) implies two independent sets of Z4m clock opera-
tors from which one can identify the ground state degen-
eracy (4m)g−1× (4m)g−1 for a configuration with 2g do-
main walls. A pair of parafermion operators with quan-
tum dimension
√
4m can be shown to be supported at
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each of these domain walls. Again, we omit the explicit
demonstration that parallels the one provided in Sec.V A.
In summary, the BTES associated with the homoge-
neous interface with K = σz, given by Eqs. (57) and (70),
is identified with the sequence of integers not congruent
with 2 mod 4.74
C. 1D SPTs as the boundary of 2D phases
We now discuss an important implication of the ex-
istence of homogeneous self-gappable SPT interfaces.
Imagine folding the left and right sides of the interface
such that it now constitutes the gapped boundary be-
tween the bilayer 2D system and the topologically trivial
2D vacuum. The existence of the gap-generating interac-
tions in Eqs. (43) or (49) implies that the bilayer bosonic
2D system belongs to the trivial Zn × Zn 2D SPT class,
since these interactions gap the boundary modes with-
out breaking the Zn × Zn symmetry. Thus, given a self-
gappable 2D topological phase, the bilayer system (ob-
tained from the aforementioned folding mechanism) rep-
resents a trivial 2D SPT phase of matter that supports
1D non-trivial SPT boundary states formed by the in-
teractions (43). Furthermore, as seen in Sec. V A, zero-
dimensional domain walls along the 1D boundary, sep-
arating regions gapped by the interactions in Eq. (49)
from those gapped by the interactions in Eq. (43), trap
symmetry-protected “non-Abelian” zero modes account-
ing for a non-trivial ground state degeneracy of the sys-
tem.
Remarkably, we prove in Sec. VIII B and Sec. VIII C
that 2D Abelian topological phases described by K-
matrices that are either gauge-related, or proportional to
one another, can generate the same set of SPT interfaces.
As an example, from our analysis of K = σx above, we
conclude that all topologically ordered bulk phases char-
acterized by the K-matrix Kfolded = p σx ⊕ (−p σx) (ob-
tained from Kbulk = p σx by the folding procedure) can
support Zn×Zn 1D SPT boundary phases for all integer
n. The discussion above also applies to bulk fermionic
phases as discussed in Sec. V B. Under the folding mech-
anism, we conclude that the 2D phases described by the
K-matrix Kfolded = p σz ⊕ (−p σz) support SPT bound-
ary chains protected by symmetries Z2m+1 × Z2m+1 or
Z4m × Z4m.
VI. HETEROGENEOUS STABLE INTERFACES
In this Section we more thoroughly study the hetero-
geneous interface introduced in Sec. IV,
KL = K , KR = GKG
T , (80)
where G ∈ GL(r,Z), and specialize to the case where the
edge states associated with KL and KR are stable in the
sense that the L and R edge modes can not be gapped
independently. (Note that if the left bulk phase with K-
matrix KL = K has a stable edge, the right bulk phase
with K-matrix KR = GKG
T also has a stable edge. To
show this, assume the contrapositive, i.e., that the right
edge can be gapped by local interactions. Then there
exists a set of integer null vectors `i, i ∈ {1, ..., r/2} such
that `Ti GKG
T `j = 0. But then G
T `i, i ∈ {1, ..., r/2} is
a set of integer null vectors associated with local interac-
tions which gap the left edge.) While an edge theory with
non-zero chiral central charge always satisfies this prop-
erty, the edge states of certain non-chiral bulk phases
can also be stable, if the phase supports fractionalized
excitations in the bulk and at the edge, as discussed in
Ref. 14.
The stable property of the left and right phases im-
plies that the interface can only be gapped by corre-
lated backscattering processes that mix the left and right
modes across the interface. These are characterized by
the null vectors in Eq (29), which we repeat here for con-
venience:
ΛTi =
(
eTi W G, e
T
i
)T
, (81)
where W ∈ SL(r,Z) is any anyonic symmetry of KR =
GKGT , i.e., W KRW
T = KR. The null vectors in
Eq. (81) correspond to the local gapping interactions,
Hi = cos
(
eTi W GK φL − eTi GKGTφR
)
, (82)
for i = 1, ..., r. The interactions in Eq. (82) are invariant
under a discrete global symmetry GL acting on the left
modes of the interface, such that |GL| = |det(W G)| =
|det(G)|.
When |det(G)| > 1, the two phases associated to the
K-matrices in Eq. (80) have distinct quasiparticle spec-
tra. If the theory is defined on the lower-half plane (with
the topologically trivial vacuum in the upper-half plane)
as shown in Fig. 4, any gapped interface formed by the
interactions in Eq. (82) terminates at a domain wall be-
tween one dimensional gapless edge states that support
different low-energy quasiparticle excitations. The tran-
sition between these two distinct types of stable edge
states, running along the horizontal axis (with coordinate
y) depicted in Fig. (4), can be accessed with a theory con-
trolled by the effective 3r × 3r block diagonal K-matrix:
Kt = diag(K1,K2,K3) = diag(K, GK GT ,−K) , (83)
where K1, K2, and K3 are r × r K-matrices associated
with the r-component fields φ1, φ2, and φ3, respectively.
We denote by Φ(t, y) = (φ1(t, y), φ2(t, y), φ3(t, y)) the to-
tal 3r-component field content of the edge states running
along the y axis. The rationale behind the effective tran-
sition K-matrix in Eq. (83) is the following: if local in-
teractions gap the φ2 and φ3 modes, then the remaining
gapless chiral modes φ1 describe the chiral edge states of
the topological phase to the left of the interface. Alter-
natively, if local interactions gap the φ1 and φ3 modes
then the remaining gapless chiral modes φ2 describe the
chiral edge states of the topological phase to the right of
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the interface. By “combining” the two aforementioned
types of gapping processes, we can probe the universal
properties of the transition between the chiral theories
described by φ1 and φ2. In the following we show that
the two aforementioned interactions that partially gap a
sector of the low energy modes of Kt - associated with
locking the modes (φ1, φ3) and (φ2, φ3) - respect a dis-
crete symmetry and can be interpreted, respectively, as
trivial and non-trivial gapped SPT chains supporting do-
main wall parafermions.
We now discuss in detail the two distinct gapless phases
that descend from the theory with effective K-matrix
given in Eq. (83). The interactions responsible for gap-
ping the low-energy modes of the second and third blocks
of the K-matrix Eq. (83) are
Hi = cos
(
eTi GKG
Tφ2 − eTi W GK φ3
)
, (84)
which are parametrized by the null vectors
LTi =
(
0, eTi , e
T
i W G
)
, (85)
for i = 1, ..., r. To instead gap the first and third blocks
of the K-matrix in Eq. (83), we can add the interactions,
H˜i = cos
[
eTi K (φ1 − φ3)
]
, (86)
which are parametrized by the null vectors,
L˜i =
(
eTi , 0, e
T
i
)
, (87)
for i = 1, ..., r.
We can parametrize the SNF of WG as
D = U (W G)V = diag(d1, ..., dr) , (88)
with U,V ∈ SL(r,Z). The interactions in Eq. (84) and
(86) are then invariant under the global symmetry group
G =
∏r
i=1 Zdi with Zdp symmetry generators given by
S(p) = exp
[
i
∫
I
dy
(
α(p)
)T
∂x(φ1 − φ3)(y)
]
,
α(p) =
1
dp
V ep , p = 1, ..., r .
(89)
The domain of integration I contains the regions of the
boundary that are gapped by the local interactions in
Eqs. (84) and (86).
We now consider domain walls separating the edge
states of KL and KR. Let R = ∪i (y2i + ε, y2i+1 − ε)
be the region describing the edge state of KL where the
interactions in Eq. (84) gap the modes φ2 and φ3, and
let R˜ = ∪i (y2i−1 + ε, y2i − ε) be the region describing
the edge state of KR where the interactions in Eq. (86)
gap the modes φ1 and φ3. We can define two sets of non-
local operators acting on finite segments of the edge of
the system, which commute with all the interactions in
Eqs. (84) and (86). The first set is given by
S(p)2i,2i+1 = e
i
dp
∫ y2i+1+ε
y2i−ε dy e
T
p V
T ∂y(φ1−φ3) ,
p = 1, ..., r ,
(90a)
FIG. 4. (Color online) An array of 2D topological phases
associated to the matrices, K (green) and GKGT (red), as
defined in Eq. (80). Each bulk phase supports stable edges
states represented by thick green and red lines. Each interface
running along the vertical direction is gapped by the inter-
action in Eq.(82), which terminates at a point of transition
(black dot) between the stable edge states (running along the
horizontal direction) supporting distinct sets of low-energy
quasiparticle excitations.
[S(p)2i,2i+1,S
(p′)
2j,2j+1] = 0 , ∀ (p, p′) and (i, j) , (90b)
which correspond to operators that measure the Zdp sym-
metry quantum numbers associated with the segment
(y2i, y2i+1). The trivial commutation relations between
the operators S(p)2i,2i+1 defined by Eq. (90a) and the in-
teractions in Eqs. (84) and (86) are a consequence of the
fact that these interactions respect the global
∏r
p=1 Zdp
symmetry.
Now consider another set of operators:
O(p)2i−1,2i = e
i
dp
∑r
m=1 Upm
∫ y2i+ε
y2i−1−ε dy L
T
m Kt ∂xΦ ,
p = 1, ..., r ,
(91a)
[O(p)2i−1,2i,O
(p′)
2j−1,2j ] = 0 , ∀ (p, p′) and (i, j) . (91b)
The only possible non-trivial action of the operators
O(p)2i−1,2i on the interactions in Eqs. (84) and (86) is to
act as a shift operator for the terms cos
(
L˜Ta Kt Φ(y)
)
for y ∈ [2i − 1, 2i], in which case, it can be
checked that O(p)2i−1,2i cos
(
L˜Ta Kt Φ(y)
)(
O(p)2i−1,2i
)−1
=
cos
(
L˜Ta Kt Φ(y)− 2pi (V−1K)pa
)
. However,
since V−1K ∈ GL(r,Z), this shift is an integer multi-
ple of 2pi. This implies trivial commutation relations of
the operators O(p)2i−1,2i with the interaction terms.
Making use of the result derived in Appendix B, the
commutation relations between the two sets of operators
in Eqs. (90a) and (91a) read:
O(q)2i−1,2i S
(p)
2j,2j+1 = e
2pii
dp
δp,q(δj,i−δj,i−1) S(p)2j,2j+1O
(q)
2i−1,2i ,
p, q = 1, ..., r .
(92)
Eq. (92) encodes r independent algebras since O(q) and
S(p) commute whenever p 6= q. For each value of p,
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O(p)2i−1,2i (O
(p)
2i+1,2i+2) acts as a raising (lowering) oper-
ator for the dp > 1 possible eigenvalues of the symme-
try operator S(p)2i,2i+1 defined on the neighboring segment.
In the presence of 2g domain walls separating the edge
states of KL and KR, the ground state degeneracy equals∏r
p=1 (dp)
g−1, which is associated with the presence of r
independent parafermion zero modes with quantum di-
mension
√
dp for p = 1, 2, . . . r.
We note that the algebra (92) and, the ground state
degeneracy that follows from it, are closely related to the
results of Cano et al. in Ref. 26, who studied transitions
along topologically distinct chiral edge states of the same
bulk phase. The physical scenario we consider here does
differ from that of Ref. 26 in that we consider the for-
mation of a gapped interface via the local interactions
in Eq. (82), which stabilize an SPT interface that ter-
minates at each chiral edge transition. The global sym-
metry respected by these local gapping interactions is a
consequence of the gauging relation between the topo-
logical phases forming the interface (see Eq.(80)). Due
to the distinct topological phases, the gapped interface
forms an kind of anyon Andreev reflector, since only cer-
tain quasiparticles can be fully transmitted across the
interface, while other quasiparticles are partially trans-
mitted and reflected by the condensate at the interface.
The Andreev reflecting SPT interfaces discussed in this
section generalize those gapped interfaces separating one-
component chiral Abelian topological phases discussed in
Ref. 28.
VII. HOMOGENEOUS INTERFACE BETWEEN
TWO CHIRAL PHASES
Let us now move on to discuss the last interface type,
a homogeneous interface between two chiral topological
phases. The simplest type of interface one might imag-
ine is an interface between two one-component Laughlin
quantum Hall theories with a K-matrix given by a sin-
gle integer. However, this type of interface does not give
rise to a robust left-right emergent symmetry because
the allowed tunneling terms between the two sides of the
interface are strongly constrained by the primitivity con-
dition. Instead, to uncover a possible emergent interface
symmetry we need to consider multiple components. For
our purposes we will consider an interface between two
ν = 2 integer quantum Hall states, and our methods can
be straightforwardly adapted to other theories.
A. K = I2×2 interface
At the interface defined by the K-matrix, Kν=2 =
I2×2⊕ (−I2×2), non-trivial gapped interfaces of the form
given in Eq. (37) are found to be parametrized by
M(m)ν=2,L =
(
a b
b −a
)
,
M(m)ν=2,R = W2M(m)ν=2,L , W2 = σz ,
(93)
for a, b ∈ Z and gcd(a, b) = 1 such that
a2 + b2 = m, (94)
where m = 5, 13, 17, 25, ... are numbers that are divisible
only by primes congruent to 1 mod 4.75 The primitive
null vectors associated with Eq.(93) are
Λ
(m)
ν=2,1 = (a, b, a, b) ,
Λ
(m)
ν=2,2 = (b,−a,−b, a) ,
(95)
such that the local gapping interactions read
Hν=2,1 = cos
[
aφ1L + bφ2L − aφ1R − bφ2R
]
,
Hν=2,2 = cos
[
bφ1L − aφ2L + bφ1R − aφ2R
]
.
(96)
The primitive property of the interactions in Eq. (96)
can be checked by computing the minors of the rect-
angular matrix,
(
M(m)ν=2,l,M(m)ν=2,R
)
, which are {±(a2 +
b2),±2a b,±(a2 − b2)}. Eq. (94) ensures that the great-
est common divisor of this set is equal to one, hence the
primitivity condition is satisfied.
The matrices in Eq. (93) satisfy det
(
M(m)ν=2,R
)
=
−det
(
M(m)ν=2,L
)
= a2 + b2 = m, which encodes the fact
that the TEE correction associated with this gapped
interface equals log(m) = log(a2 + b2), and that the
interactions in Eq. (96) are invariant under a discrete
Za2+b2 × Za2+b2 symmetry.
In order to simplify the discussion, we shall take
hereafter a = 1 and b = 2n (n ∈ Z) such
that m = 1 + 4n2. Then, the SNF Dν=2,L/R =
Uν=2,L/RMν=2,L/R Vν=2,L/R is given by
Dν=2,L = Dν=2,R =
(
1 + 4n2 0
0 1
)
,
Uν=2,L =
(
1 2n
0 −1
)
, Uν=2,R = Uν=2,L σz,
Vν=2,L = Vν=2,R =
(
1 0
2n 1
)
.
(97)
Eq. (97) implies that the gapping interactions in Eq. (96)
are invariant under a Z1+4n2 × Z1+4n2 symmetry, whose
left and right generators are, respectively,
S
(1+4n2)
ν=2,L = exp
{
i
1 + 4n2
∫
Iν=2
dx (∂xφ1L + 2n∂xφ2L)
}
,
(98)
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and
S
(1+4n2)
ν=2,R = exp
{
i
1 + 4n2
∫
Iν=2
dx (∂xφ1R + 2n∂xφ2R)
}
,
(99)
where the domain of integration Iν=2 contains the region
of the interface that is gapped by the local interactions
in Eq. (96) (with a = 1 and b = 2n).
In line with the discussion in Sec. IV, we give an inter-
pretation for the null vectors associated with Eq. (96) in
terms of a gauging process. Notice that
K(m,m,0) ≡M(m)ν=2,L/R I2×2
(
M(m)ν=2,L/R
)T
= m I2×2 ,
(100)
whereK(m,m,0) represents the K-matrix of a chiral bilayer
topologically ordered state, which we denote by (m,m, 0)
in connection with the Halperin bilayer FQH states. The
gauge theory associated to the K-matrix in Eq. (100)
describes a phase where the symmetry fluxes associated
with the global Zm symmetries given by Eqs. (98) and
(99) are deconfined. The symmetry flux associated to
the Zm transformation is given by the vertex operator
e
i
1+4n2
(∂xφ1,L/R+2n∂xφ2,L/R).
Similar to the non-trivial gapped interfaces discussed
in Sec. V, the gapped interface formed by the interac-
tions in Eq. (96) can be realized as the zero thickness
limit of a topological slab with K-matrix Eq. (100) that
is placed between ν = 2 states, as shown in Fig. 2. Since
each interface between the ν = 2 and the (m,m, 0) states
is gapped by interactions that are Zm symmetric [see
Fig. (2a)], as the thickness of the (m,m, 0) slab goes to
zero, one recovers local gapping interactions in Eq.(96)
between the left and right ν = 2 degrees of freedom,
which possess a Zm×Zm symmetry [see Fig. (2b)]. How-
ever, in contrast to the situation investigated in Sec. V,
where we identified trivial, symmetry-preserving gapped
interfaces that were associated with gapping processes
that did not mix left and right modes across the inter-
face, in chiral phases such as the ν = 2 phase, there is
no such gapped interface, since one cannot gap each side
of the interface independently. The same situation holds
for non-chiral phases with stable edge states. Therefore,
in chiral and in stable bulk phases, a non-trivial gapped
homogeneous interface either terminates at a point along
the gapless boundary of the system or it can terminate
at another gapped region in the bulk which is associated
with a different symmetry.
Applying the discussion of Sec. VI to the present case,
we conclude that an array of ν = 2 states intercalated
by (m,m, 0) states (as shown in Fig. (4)) hosts a Zm
parafermion mode at the end points of the gapped inter-
face. Thus, as the thickness of the (m,m, 0) slab goes to
zero, the situation described in Fig. (4) reduces to a se-
quence of Zm×Zm gapped interfaces between ν = 2 bulk
phases, each of which hosts a pair of Zm parafermions
along the chiral edge. If the tunneling interactions be-
tween the two neighboring ν = 2 phases are primitive
then the Zm ×Zm symmetry is not broken (explicitly or
spontaneously) and the pair of parafermions are forbid-
den to couple to each other.
VIII. GENERAL PROPERTIES OF BOUNDARY
TOPOLOGICAL ENTANGLEMENT SEQUENCES
One of the primary goals of this article is to clarify the
origin of the constant, subleading contributions to the
entanglement entropy. It was predicted in Ref. 29 using
the wire-construction, and later confirmed using Chern-
Simons calculations,59 that the subleading correction to
the area law is not unique for an Abelian topological
phase. At first this may seem problematic, especially
since the topological entanglement entropy is a typical
diagnostic for identifying topological phases in numeri-
cal simulations. Indeed, what we have discovered is that
the precise value of the subleading correction to the area
law depends on how the topological phase is created mi-
croscopically, i.e., it depends on the nature of the inter-
actions that give rise to the topological phase. Thus,
different microscopic (e.g., lattice) realizations of a given
topological phase may yield different values for the TEE.
However, despite this detail dependence, the contribution
to the subleading correction still only depends on univer-
sal, topological data in the K-matrix as we will illustrate
below.
In addition, one of the shortcomings of the conven-
tional TEE is that it is a single number and, by itself,
it cannot precisely distinguish and classify topological
phases. Our results show that a given Abelian topologi-
cal phase can support an entire sequence of possible uni-
versal contributions to the entanglement entropy. This
sequence might be a useful distinguishing characteristic
for a given topological phase. We have given some exam-
ples above where we can calculate the full entanglement
sequence, e.g., for interfaces with K = σx we showed that
the sequence is the full set of integers, but in general it
is a very difficult exercise in number theory.
In this section we will provide some additional intu-
ition about the nature of the entanglement correction in
the context of the possible use of the entanglement se-
quences to classify topological phases. First, to show
that the correction only depends on topological data, we
will provide a geometric construction that illustrates the
mathematical origin of the correction to the entangle-
ment entropy. Then we will prove two general results
about the sequence of entanglement corrections: (i) that
two topological phases that are related by a gauging pro-
cedure, or (ii) have proportional K-matrices share the
same sequence of corrections to the entropy. Finally, we
will make comments about the utility and limitations of
the entanglement sequences as a classification tool.
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A. Emergent symmetry and entanglement
correction from lattice maps
Each K-matrix specifying an Abelian topological
phase also has a geometric interpretation. The rows
of K can be treated as integer basis vectors for a Bra-
vais lattice, where the lattice points represent the local-
particle excitations of the theory. We can think of the
gapping terms at an interface as maps between the lat-
tice generated by KL and that generated by KR. The
null vectors that specify the gapping terms provide such
a map between both sides as follows. Consider the set
of integer vectors
(
v
L/R
i
)T
= eTi · KL/R, i = 1, ..., r,
formed by the rows of KL/R. Since KL/R are invertible,
{vL/Ri , i = 1, ..., r} are two sets of linearly independent
vectors such that ψ
L/R
i ≡ ei
(
v
L/R
i
)T
φL/R can be thought
as a basis of local quasiparticle operators. More precisely,
v
L/R
i generate independent translations vectors on the in-
teger lattice, which connect points which are equivalent
up to local particles. Then Vl/R = |det(KL/R)| corre-
spond to the volume of the unit cell generated by these
vectors, such that points within the unit cell represent
topologically distinguishable quasiparticles.
Whenever ML/R are non-singular, we can recast the
null equation (8) as
KL = OKROT , O =M−1L MR , (101)
from which follows the relationship
vLi =
r∑
j=1
Oij
(OvRj ) (102)
between the generators of local operators on the L and R
topological phases. This equation indicates that gapping
interactions are maps from one lattice to another such
that the ratio of volume of the left and right unit cells (as
described in the previous paragraph) is |det(O)|2, which
is the square of a rational number. This relation then
establishes a commensurability condition that allows for
the formation of a bosonic condensate at the gapped in-
terface.
The lattice points cannot be topologically distin-
guished from one another, they are all local and hence
topologically equivalent to the vacuum state. However,
when a given set of gapping interactions generates an
emergent symmetry it allows for a subset of the local
particles to be distinguished by symmetry labels of the
emergent symmetry. To unveil this property we proceed
to determine the symmetry charges of the local particle.
Recalling from Sec. II A that µ = L,R local particles
ψµ,` = exp (i`
T
µKµφµ), `µ ∈ Zr, transform as
ψµ,` → ei2pi(V
T
µ `µ)
T D−1µ (Uµ tµ)ψµ,` , (103)
where Dµ = diag(d1,µ, ..., dr,µ), we identify the generator
of the Zdj,µ symmetry with the vector tµ,j = U−1µ ej from
which the Zdj,µ symmetry transformation follows
Zdj,µ : ψµ,` → ei
2pi
dj,µ
(eTj ·VTµ `µ) ψµ,` . (104)
This equation implies that the local particles carrying
charge e
i2pip
dj,µ are parametrized by the integer vectors
`
(p)
j,µ =
(
VTµ
)−1 (
p ej + uj
)
, eTj · uj = 0 ,
p = 0, ..., dj,µ − 1 .
(105)
Any two local particles whose integer vectors differ by `
(p)
j,µ
differ by e
i2pip
dj,µ in their global Zdj,µ charge. According to
(105),
Tj,µ = dj,µ
(
VTµ
)−1
ej Ti 6=j,µ =
(
VTµ
)−1
ei 6=j (106)
define translation vectors on the integer lattice connect-
ing local particles with the same Zdj,µ charge, which then
defines a unit cell of volume dj,µ, corresponding to the
number of distinguishable local particle under the sym-
metry. This then defines a direct relationship between
the size of the unit cell and the entanglement correction.
Let us now illustrate the previous discussion with some
examples. First, consider the case KL = 1 and KR = 4
corresponding to an interface between fermionic and
bosonic Laughlin states with filling ν = 1 and ν = 1/4,
respectively. In this case, the null vector reads Λ = (2, 1),
which corresponds to an interaction that binds two local
fermions of the ν = 1 phase with one local boson of the
ν = 1/4 state. As such, this interaction possess a Z2
symmetry associated with transformations of the local
fermion by ψL → ei piψL. Since local excitations of the
ν = 1 are described by vertex operators exp (i`φL), ` ∈ Z,
the Z2 symmetry identifies local operators ` ∼ ` + 2 as
having the same charge, which implies the translation op-
erator T = 2 and a unit cell of size 2. The log 2 value of
the the entanglement entropy across this heterogeneous
interface, is then a measure of the Z2 symmetry which, in
turn, originates from the nature of the bosonic conden-
sate at the interface that binds two local particles on the
left to one local particle on the right. In Figs. (5) and (6)
we illustrate these concepts for the gapped interfaces of
K = I2×2 and K = σx.
B. Gauge-related topological phases share the
same BTES
In this subsection, we prove that the BTES associated
with the gapped interface between Abelian topological
bulk phases described by the matrices KR/L is the same
as the BTES associated with the gapped interface of the
gauged matrices, K˜R/L ≡ G˜KR/LG˜T , where G˜ is an in-
teger matrix.
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FIG. 5. (Color online) Points ` ∈ Z2 on the integer lattice
parametrize local particles ψµ,` = exp (i`
T
µKµφµ), µ = L,R,
of the ν = 2 state described by Kν=2 = I2×2. When the
interface is gapped by Z5 × Z5 interactions, we identify, us-
ing Eq.(97) and Eq.(106), the blue vectors T1 = (5, 0) and
T2 = (−2, 1) as the generators of translations connecting lo-
cal operators carrying the same Z5 charge, with the corre-
sponding unit cell marked by the blue parallelogram. This
parallelogram has area |T1 × T2| = 5, corresponding to five
distinguishable local particles carrying different Z5 charges.
The black vectors m1L = (1, 2) and m2L = (2,−1) are de-
fined by the columns of ML =
(
1 2
2 −1
)
and the red vec-
tors m1R = (1,−2) and m2R = (2, 1) are defined by the
columns of MR = σzML =
(
1 2
−2 1
)
. The minors of the
2 × 4 matrix
(
ML MR
)
, {−5,−4,−3,−3, 4, 5}, are given
by the determinant of each of the six 2 × 2 sub-matrices,
which is interpreted as the (oriented) area of the parallelo-
gram spanned by pairs of distinguished vectors m1L, m2L,
m1R and m2R. The primitive condition of the gapping in-
teractions reflects the condition that the greatest common
divisor the set of minors is equal to 1. Importantly, the re-
lation between MR = σzML implies that m1R and m2R are
obtained from m1L and m2L upon reflection on the horizontal
axis. This change in orientation is crucially tied to the primi-
tive condition: had we chosen the caseML = ±MR, which is
a solution of the null equation, the g.c.d. of the minors would
have been |det(ML)| = |det(MR)| = 5 > 1.
1. Proof that each TEE correction obtainable at the K˜R/L
interface is obtainable at the KR/L interface
Suppose that an interface within the phase described
by K˜R/L is gapped by terms parameterized byMR/L, so
that
MRK˜RMTR −MLK˜LMTL = 0. (107)
We show in Appendix A 1 that if the rows of the matrix(MR ML) are primitive, then the TEE correction is
equal to log |detMR/L|. (Note that for a heterogeneous
interface, |detMR| 6= |detML| because which part of
the TEE is considered the “correction” is relative to the
K matrix of either side. The total TEE does not depend
on the R/L label.)
We will now construct a primitive gapping term for the
interface across KR/L that has the same TEE correction.
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FIG. 6. (Color online) Points ` ∈ Z2 on the integer lattice
parametrize local particles ψµ,` = exp (i`
T
µKµφµ), µ = L,R,
of bosonic state described by K = σx. When the interface
is gapped by Z3 × Z3 interactions, we identify, using Eq.(44)
and Eq.(106), the blue vectors T1 = (0, 3) and T2 = (1, 0)
as the generators of translations connecting local operators
carrying the same Z3 charge, with the corresponding unit cell
marked by the blue parallelogram. This parallelogram has
area |T1 × T2| = 3, corresponding to three distinguishable lo-
cal particles carrying different Z3 charges. The black vectors
m1L = (1, 0) and m2L = (0, 3) are defined by the columns of
ML =
(
1 0
0 3
)
and the red vectors m1R = (0, 1) and m2R =
(3, 0) are defined by the columns ofMR = σxML =
(
0 3
1 0
)
.
The minors of the 2×4 matrix
(
MLMR
)
, {3, 1, 0, 0,−9,−3},
are given by the determinant of each of the six 2 × 2 sub-
matrices, which is interpreted as the (oriented) area of the
parallelogram spanned by pairs of distinguished vectors m1L,
m2L, m1R and m2R. The primitive condition of the gapping
interactions reflects the condition that the greatest common
divisor the set of minors is equal to 1. Importantly, the re-
lation between MR = σxML implies that m1R and m2R are
obtained from m1L and m2L upon a 90 degree rotation. This
change in orientation is crucially tied to the primitive condi-
tion: had we chosen the caseML = ±MR, which is a solution
of the null equation, the g.c.d of the minors would have been
|det(ML)| = |det(MR)| = 3 > 1.
We will need the SNF of the matrix
(MRG˜ MLG˜):
UG˜
(MRG˜ MLG˜)VG˜ = (SG˜ 0) , (108)
where UG˜,VG˜ are unimodular matrices, and SG˜ is diago-
nal. It is useful to write the 2r× 2r matrix V−1
G˜
in terms
of its r × r blocks:
V−1
G˜
=
(
V1 V2
V3 V4
)
, (109)
so that Eq. (108) yields
UG˜MR/LG˜ = SG˜V1,2. (110)
The matrices V1,2 furnish a gapping term for an interface
across KR/L: Eqs. (107) and (110) yield
V1KRV
T
1 − V2KLV T2 = 0. (111)
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Furthermore, from Eq. (109),
(
V1 V2
)VG = (I 0),
which shows that the rows of
(
V1 V2
)
are a set of
primitive vectors. From the result of Appendix A 1,
the TEE correction is given by log |detV1,2| =
log |detMR/L det G˜/detSG˜|, where the last equality
follows from Eq. (110). Following the steps in Ap-
pendix A 2, we find that when the gapping terms are
primitive, |detSG˜| = |det G˜|, from which it follows that
the TEE correction associated with the KR/L interface
is equal to log |detMR/L|, as desired.
2. Proof that each TEE correction obtainable at the KR/L
interface is obtainable at the K˜R/L interface
We now reverse the analysis. Consider an interface
between the phases with K-matrices KR/L and a set of
primitive gapping terms encoded in the matrices V1,2,
which satisfy
V1KRV
T
1 − V2KLV T2 = 0. (112)
As proved in Appendix A 1, the TEE correction corre-
sponding to these gapping terms is log |detV1,2|, where,
again, the TEE correction does not have to be the same
on either side of the interface because it depends on which
part of the TEE is the “correction.” (The total TEE, of
course, does not depend on which side of the interface is
considered.)
We now construct gapping terms across an interface
between K˜R/L. We will need the SNF for the r × 2r
integer matrix (det G˜)
(
V1G˜
−1 V2G˜−1
)
, where the over-
all factor of det G˜ ensures that the matrix has integer
entries:
U0(det G˜)
(
V1G˜
−1 V2G˜−1
)V0 = (S0 0) , (113)
where U0,V0 are unimodular matrices, and S0 is an inte-
ger diagonal matrix. From Appendix A 2,
|detS0| = |det
(
(det G˜)G˜−1
)
|. (114)
We write V−10 in terms of its r × r blocks,
V−10 =
(
V ′1 V
′
2
V ′3 V
′
4
)
. (115)
Eq. (113) then yields:
U0(det G˜)V1,2G˜−1 = S0V ′1,2. (116)
It is clear that the matrix
(
V ′1 V
′
2
)
is primitive because(
V ′1 V
′
2
)V0 = (I 0). Furthermore, V ′1,2 serve as gapping
terms across an interface in the phase with K-matrices
K˜R/L:
V ′1K˜R(V
′
1)
T − (V ′2)K˜L(V ′2)T = 0, (117)
which can be found by plugging Eqs. (112) and (116)
into Eq. (117). Using the result in Appendix A 1, the
TEE correction corresponding to these terms is given by
log |detV ′1,2|. From Eqs (114) and (116), log |detV ′1,2| =
log |detV1,2|, exactly the TEE correction across the
KR/L interface.
C. Proof that K and pK (p ∈ Z∗) share the same
BTES
To see that bulk phases whose K-matrices are propor-
tional to each other share the same BTES, note that K
and pK admit the same set of solutions of the null equa-
tion (8). This implies the same null vectorsMR/L, hence
the same symmetry and BTES.
D. Comments on using entanglement sequences for
classification
We can define an equivalence class of topological
phases as those which are related by a gauging opera-
tion, i.e., K1 ∼ K2 if there exist integer matrices G1,2
such that G1K1G
T
1 = G2K2G
T
2 . Two topological phases
can share a gapped interface if and only if they are in
the same equivalence class. Furthermore, the proofs in
Secs. VIII B 1 and VIII B 2 show that all phases within
the same equivalence class share the same BTES. Thus,
the BTES can be used to identify the equivalence class.
However, the identification is not unique. For example,
K1 =
(
2 0
0 3
)
and K2 =
(
1 0
0 6
)
cannot share a gapped
interface. (For suppose they could: then there exists four
integers (a, b, c, d) such that
a2
2
+
b2
3
= c2 +
d2
6
(118)
Multiplying by 6 yields 2b2 = d2 mod 3, which im-
plies b = d = 0 mod 3. Thus, b = 3b˜, d = 3d˜, where
b˜, d˜ ∈ Z. Plugging into Eq (118), a2/2+3b˜2 = c2 +3/2d˜2.
Multiplying by 2 yields a2 = 2c2 mod 3, which implies
a = c = 0 mod 3. Thus, a = 3a˜, c = 3c˜, where a˜, c˜ ∈ Z.
Plugging in to Eq (118) yields a˜2/2 + b˜2/3 = c˜2 + d˜2/6.
Hence, if (a, b, c, d) is a solution to Eq (118), then so is
(a/3, b/3, c/3, d/3). This yields an infinite sequence of
smaller integers, which presents a contradiction. Hence,
there is no integer solution to Eq (118).) Yet, although
the theories described by K1 and K2 cannot share a
gapped edge, we checked through brute force construc-
tion of possible gapping terms that the first 100 entries
of their BTES are identical, and we fully expect the the-
ories to yield identical sequences.76 The same is true for
K1 =
(
3 0
0 5
)
and K2 =
(
1 0
0 15
)
.
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IX. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we established a direct connection be-
tween the corrections to the topological entanglement en-
tropy of 2D Abelian topological phases, found in Ref. 29,
and the existence of 1D SPT phases supported along the
entanglement cut. The set of non-negative corrections
γs, which we named the Boundary Topological Entan-
glement Sequence (BTES), was then shown to be associ-
ated with the order of the symmetry group of the SPT
state. Our work shows that the entanglement entropy
of the ground state of gapped Abelian 2D phases admits
a symmetry-protected refinement beyond the standard
bulk topological value.3,4
The relationship between the BTES and 1D SPT states
was established as follows. First, we proved (Sec. II)
that whenever γs 6= 0, the gapping interactions along
the boundary (or interface) are invariant under a dis-
crete symmetry group GL × GR, which transforms lo-
cal particles on the left and right sides of the interface
and, furthermore, that the entanglement correction pro-
vides a measure of the rank of the symmetry group via
γs,L/R = log(|GL,R|), depending upon whether the left
or right interface is traced over. The SPT nature of the
gapped interface is mathematically contained in the non-
singular matrices ML and MR. These matrices param-
eterize the gapping interactions, specify how local parti-
cles transform under the global symmetry, and determine
whether the interactions are primitive. Local quasipar-
ticles with the same global symmetry charge are related
by translation vectors on the integer lattice, whose di-
rections are determined from the Smith normal form of
ML/R. As such, local particles, that are not distinguish-
able by their statistics, but instead by the action of the
symmetry transformation, are represented by points on
the integer lattice that reside within a unit cell whose vol-
ume is |det(ML/R)| = eγs,L/R . Furthermore, the prim-
itivity condition of the local interactions was shown to
have a geometrical interpretation in terms of a condition
on the area of the parallelograms spanned by the column
vectors of (ML MR). These properties were discussed
in Sec. VIII and illustrated in Figs. 5 and 6.
Second, we have confirmed the SPT nature of the
gapped interface by directly studying the low energy
properties of zero-dimensional edge states of the 1D SPT
interface. Our analysis, has shown a ground state degen-
eracy associated with symmetry-protected parafermion-
like edge modes of the SPT system. Although we
have primarily focused upon representative examples of
bosonic and fermionic, chiral and non-chiral Abelian
phases with or without topological order that are as-
sociated with 2 × 2 K-matrices, our approach can be
straightforwardly applied to Abelian phases described by
K-matrices of higher rank. As such, our approach and re-
sults are more general than Ref. 56, which concentrated
on 2D topologically trivial bosonic states. Interestingly,
Ref. 56 identified a necessary condition for when TEE
corrections can occur using a so-called replica correla-
tion function: states with vanishingly small replica cor-
relation length are not expected to exhibit TEE correc-
tions, while those with large replica correlation length
can. For instance, the authors explicitly show that the
double semion and Zn gauge theories have vanishingly
small replica correlation length, in contrast to the topo-
logically trivial examples that were shown to allow a TEE
correction. Our work shows that gapped homogeneous
interfaces between Zn gauge theories (K = nσx) admit
the BTES given in Eqs. 42, while interfaces between dou-
ble semion phases (K = 2σz) admit the BTES given
in Eqs. 57 and 70. Thus, it is of interest to consider a
generalization of the replica correlation function that is
sensitive to the TEE corrections that can occur in topo-
logically ordered systems; alternatively, it may only be
necessary to generalize the topologically non-trivial lat-
tice models so as to induce 1D SPT order along a poten-
tial entanglement cut which might, in turn, be detected
by the replica correlation function.
We note that the ground state degeneracy associated
with the 1D SPT is a lower bound on the total possible
ground state degeneracy for a 2D system with gapped
edges on a cylinder. As shown in Refs. 77 and 78, a
topologically ordered system placed on a cylinder with
gapped edge states may possess a ground state degener-
acy – of topological origin – associated with creation and
annihilation of anyons on distinct gapped edges. Differ-
ent from the physics discussed in these references, in this
paper, we focused on the ground state degeneracy intrin-
sically associated with each 1D SPT boundary (or inter-
face). For instance, we discussed examples where there
was a ground state degeneracy that originated from the
boundary/interface modes even when the bulk system
possessed no deconfined anyon excitations.
An important conceptual framework underlying this
work, discussed in Sec. IV A, is the fact that 2D Abelian
topological phases related by a gauging mechanism can
always share a gapped interface, as depicted in Fig. 1.
In the language of Chern-Simons theories, this gauging
mechanism relates two Abelian phases characterized by
rank-r K-matrices K and GKGT , where G ∈ GL(r,Z)
encodes the deconfinement of symmetry fluxes of a global
symmetry G whose rank |G| = |det(G)|. We have
shown in Sec. VI that heterogeneous interfaces separating
Abelian phases related by such a gauging mechanism be-
have as 1D SPT interfaces where the gapping interactions
are invariant under the global symmetry G, the correc-
tion γs =
1
2 log |det(G)|, and the end points of the gapped
interface contain parafermion-like excitations. Moreover,
due to the different topological properties of the bulk
phases, the interface behaves as a generalization of the
anyon Andreev reflectors discussed in Ref. 28, since only
certain quasiparticles can be fully transmitted across the
interface, while other quasiparticles are partially trans-
mitted and reflected by the condensate at the interface.
In Sec. IV B we studied how 1D SPT states pro-
tected by global discrete Abelian symmetry G×G can be
formed at homogeneous interfaces. The one-dimensional
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symmetry-protected topological state can then be under-
stood to arise via the limit depicted in Figs. 2 (a) and
(b) in which a finite slab of the GKGT gauge theory,
inserted between two regions of the K phase, is reduced
to zero width. This limit provides an intuitive way by
which to produce a one-dimensional symmetry-protected
phase. We have exemplified this approach by studying
the cases K = σx (Sec. V A), K = σz (Sec. V B), and
K = I2×2 (Sec. VII A) and discussed the nature of their
symmetry-protected edge states and determined their full
BTES.
In summary, our work unveils an important connec-
tion between the entanglement entropy of 2D Abelian
phases of matter and 1D SPT states protected by Abelian
discrete symmetries. There are a variety of directions
for future work, including the study of gapped states
occurring at interfaces within non-Abelian topological
phases and the behavior of the BTES near phase tran-
sitions. It would also be appealing to find signatures of
the symmetry-protected parafermion zero modes in nu-
merical simulations such as those employed in Ref. 79.
Furthermore, it would be interesting to understand the
relation, if any, between our results and the studies of
the entanglement entropy of gauge theories in Refs. 57
and 58, as well to understand any possible connections
between the SPT interfaces discussed here and gapped
interfaces obtained via symmetry “group extension” dis-
cussed in Ref. 80.
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Appendix A: Derivation of TEE correction
Given the gapping terms defined by the matrices
MR/L in Eq. (9), we showed in Ref. 29 that the cor-
rection to the TEE is given by
γs,L/R = log |det vL/R|, (A1)
where the matrices vL/R are determined by the SNF of
the r × 2r matrix:(MRKR MLKL) = U−1 (S 0)V −1, (A2)
where U and V are unimodular matrices, S is diagonal,
and the blocks of V are given by
V =
(
v1 vR
v3 vL
)
. (A3)
(Note that the MR/L of this paper were called mR/L
in Ref. 29). We prove in Appendix (A 1) that when the
r × 2r matrix, (MR ML), is primitive, as defined in
Sec. II C, that |det vL/R| = |detMR/L|. This is useful
because, for primitive gapping terms, it allows the TEE
correction to be computed without computing the SNF.
Eq. (23) then follows immediately from Eq. (18).
A consequence that we prove in Appendix (A 2) is that
|detS| = √|detKL detKR| when the gapping terms are
primitive, which we use in Sec. IV.
1. Proof that when
(MR ML) is primitive,
| det vR/L| = | detMR/L|
Let the SNF of
(MR ML) be given by(MR ML) = t−1 (s 0)w−1, (A4)
where t, w are unimodular matrices, and s is an inte-
ger diagonal matrix. When the SNF is canonically or-
dered, the diagonal entries of s are s1, s2, . . . sr, where
si = di/di−1, di is the greatest common divisor of the
i × i minors of (MR ML) and d0 = 1. If the rows of(MR ML) are primitive, then by definition (Sec. II C),
dr = 1. Since di−1 divides di, it must be that d1 = d2 =
· · · = dr = 1 and, consequently,
s = Ir×r. (A5)
Let us write the 2r× 2r matrix w−1 in terms of its r× r
blocks,
w−1 =
(
w1 w2
w3 w4
)
. (A6)
Eqs. (A4) and (A6) together yield:
tMR/L = w1,2. (A7)
We will also need the SNF,
w1KRw
T
3 − w2KLwT4 = (t′)−1s′(w′)−1, (A8)
where t′, w′ are unimodular matrices, and s′ is a diagonal
integer matrix. Then, using Eqs (A4), (A5) and (A8), we
can rewrite Eq (A2) as
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(MRKR MLKL) = t−1t (MR ML)ww−1(KR 00 KL
)
= t−1
(
I 0
)
w−1
(
KR 0
0 KL
)
= t−1
(
w1KR −w2KL
)(I 0
0 −I
)
= t−1
(
w1KR −w2KL
)
(w−1)TwT
(
I 0
0 −I
)
= t−1
(
w1KRw
T
1 − w2KLwT2 w1KRwT3 − w2KLwT4
)
wT
(
I 0
0 −I
)
= t−1
(
0 w1KRw
T
3 − w2KLwT4
)
wT
(
I 0
0 −I
)
= t−1
(
0 (t′)−1s′(w′)−1
)
wT
(
I 0
0 −I
)
= (t′t)−1
(
0 s′
)(I 0
0 (w′)−1
)
wT
(
I 0
0 −I
)
= (t′t)−1
(
s′ 0
)(0 I
I 0
)(
I 0
0 (w′)−1
)
wT
(
I 0
0 −I
)
= (t′t)−1
(
s′ 0
)( wT3 w′ wT1
−wT4 w′ −wT2
)−1
, (A9)
where we have used Eq. (A7), and the null matrix condition in Eq. (8), to prove:
w1KRw
T
1 − w2KLwT2 = t
(MRKRMTR −MLKLMTL) tT = 0. (A10)
Equating Eqs (A2) and (A9) shows that S = s′ and that
one could choose:
U = t′t, V =
(
wT3 w
′ wT1
−wT4 w′ −wT2
)
. (A11)
Comparing V in Eq. (A11) to its block decomposition in
Eq. (A3) shows that
vR = w
T
1 , vL = −wT2 . (A12)
Plugging in Eq. (A7) yields
vR =MTRtT , vL = −MTLtT . (A13)
Since t is unimodular (it is defined in Eq (A4)), this com-
pletes the proof.
2. Proof that |detS| = √| detKL detKR| when(MR ML) is primitive
Eqs. (A2) and (A3) can be rewritten as two equations:
U(MRKRv1 +MLKLv3) = S, (A14a)
U(MRKRvR +MLKLvL) = 0. (A14b)
Further, when vL is invertible (which is always the case
when ML is invertible, via Eq. (A13)), the determinant
of V can be written as:
detV = det vL det(v1 − vRv−1L v3) = ±1, (A15)
where the last equality follows because V is unimodular.
Eqs. (A14a), (A14b) and (A15) together yield:
|detS| = |det(MRKRv1 +MLKLv3)|
= |det(MRKR) det(v1 +K−1R M−1R MLKLv3)|
= |det(MRKR) det(v1 − vRv−1L v3)|
= |det(MRKR)/ det vL|. (A16)
Eq. (A13) shows that |det vL| = |detML|. Furthermore,
the null condition in (8) requires |detMR/ detML| =√
detKR/detKL. Thus, Eq. (A16) yields:
|detS| =
√
detKR detKL. (A17)
Appendix B: Commutation relations between vertex
operators
Consider
Γk = e
i ck
∫ zk
yk
LTk ∂xφ(x) ≡ eAk , (B1)
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where [yk, zk] is a segment on the real line. We want to
obtain a general expression for the commutation relations
of two operators, Γk and Γp. Since [Ak, Ap] ∈ C, we have
Γk Γp = e
[Ak,Ap] Γp Γk, where
[Ak, Ap] = i pi ck cp L
T
k K−1 Lp F (yk, zk | yp, zp) (B2)
and
F (yk, zk | yp, zp) = sgn(zk − zp)− sgn(zk − yp)
− sgn(yk − zp) + sgn(yk − yp) . (B3)
One readily verifies that F (yk, zk | yp, zp) = 0 when the
intervals (yk, zk) and (yp, zp) are either non-overlapping
or if one interval is fully within the other, which implies
the commutation relation Γk Γp = Γp Γk. Non-trivial
commutation relation may occur with
Γk Γp = e
−2i pi ck cp LTk K−1 Lp Γp Γk ,
for yk < yp < zk < zp .
(B4)
Appendix C: Generalization of the Zn × Zn SPT
states discussed in Sec. V A
In this Appendix, we present a generalization of the
Zn × Zn SPT states discussed in Sec. V A formed at the
interface with Kx = σx ⊕ (−σx). Specifically, we will
focus on the bound states that arise at domains between
different topological classes of these SPT states.
Consider a series of domain walls separating segments
gapped by the interactions parametrized by the null vec-
tors:
Λ
(p)
1 = (1, 0, 0, p n) , Λ
(p)
2 = (0, p n, 1, 0) , (C1)
from segments gapped by the interactions parametrized
by the null vectors:
Λ
(q)
1 = (1, 0, 0, q n) , Λ
(q)
2 = (0, q n, 1, 0) , (C2)
where p, q ∈ Zn label the distinct classes of SPT states.
The interactions defined by the null vectors in Eqs. (C1)
and (C2) are invariant under the action of the symmetry
generators in Eqs. (45) and (46).
Let Rxq = ∪i (x2i + ε, x2i+1 − ε) be the region
gapped solely by the interactions in Eq. (C2) and Rxp =
∪i (x2i−1 + ε, x2i − ε) be the region gapped solely by the
interactions in Eq. (C1), where ε = 0+ is an infinitesi-
mally small regulator distance. We assume also that the
length of each of these segments, |xk+1− xk|  ξ, where
ξ is the correlation length set by the energy gap due to
the interactions.
Following similar steps as in Sec. V A, consider the two
sets of mutually commuting operators:
A
(q)
2i−1,2i = exp
( i
n
∫ x2i+ε
x2i−1−ε
dx [Λ
(q)
1 ]
T Kx ∂xΦ
)
, (C3a)
B
(q)
2i−1,2i = exp
( i
n
∫ x2i+ε
x2i−1−ε
dx [Λ
(q)
2 ]
T Kx ∂xΦ
)
, (C3b)
and
A
(p)
2i,2i+1 = exp
( i
n
∫ x2i+1+ε
x2i−ε
dx [Λ
(p)
2 ]
T Kx ∂xΦ
)
,
(C4a)
B
(p)
2i,2i+1 = exp
( i
n
∫ x2i+1+ε
x2i−ε
dx [Λ
(p)
1 ]
T Kx ∂xΦ
)
.
(C4b)
Eqs. (C3) and (C4) define two sets of non-local operators
that commute with all the gapping interactions associ-
ated with the null vectors in Eqs. (C1) and (C2). Hence,
the commutation relations between these operators of-
fer useful information about the ground state manifold,
since the states belonging to this manifold form a repre-
sentation of the operator algebra whose dimension is the
ground state degeneracy.
Making use of the result derived in Appendix B, we
find that the only non-trivial commutation relations read:
A
(q)
2i−1,2iA
(p)
2j,2j+1 = e
−i 2pi(p−q)n (δj,i−δj,i−1)A(p)2j,2j+1A
(q)
2i−1,2i ,
B
(q)
2i−1,2iB
(p)
2j,2j+1 = e
i
2pi(p−q)
n (δj,i−δj,i−1)B(p)2j,2j+1B
(q)
2i−1,2i .
(C5)
The commutation relations in (C5), which are a gener-
alization of those in (52), imply that the commutation
relations between these non-local operators break into
two independent sets. For a configuration with 2g do-
main walls, Eq. (C5) implies a ground state degeneracy
of ng−1 × ng−1 if p− q 6= 0 (mod n).
This ground state degeneracy can be attributed to the
presence of a pair of zero modes, (αi, βi), at the domain
walls:
α2i = e
i (φ2R/n−p φ1L)(x2i−ε)+i (φ2L/n−q φ1R)(x2i+ε) ,
α2i+1 = e
i (φ2L/n−q φ1R)(x2i+1−ε)+i (φ2R/n−p φ1L)(x2i+1+ε) ,
(C6)
and
β2i = e
i (φ2L/n−p φ1R)(x2i−ε)+i (φ2R/n−q φ1L)(x2i+ε) ,
β2i+1 = e
i (φ2R/n−q φ1L)(x2i+1−ε)+i (φ2L/n−p φ1R)(x2i+1+ε) .
(C7)
These zero modes satisfy the algebra α2i+1 α2i =
e−i
2pi(p−q)
n α2i α2i+1, β2i+1 β2i = e
i
2pi(p−q)
n β2i β2i+1 and
αi βj = βj αi, generalizing the parafermions in Eqs. (53)
and (54). The result is consistent the additive property
of SPT classes: If we glue two SPT states with labels
p1 and p2, the effective SPT state has label p1 + p2 mod
(n). Thus on the n = 12 with p = 9 and q = 3, we can
think about the p = 9 class as a p1 = 3 class glued with
a p2 = 3 class. The problem then maps to the edge of
the p1 = 6 with vacuum (p = 0), where the parafermions
transform projectively with phases e
i2pi×6
12 .
25
Importantly, as anticipated at the end of Sec. V A and
promised at the beginning of this section, the general-
ized parafermions in (C6) are formed by combinations of
the vertex operators ei (φ2L/n−q φ1R) and ei (φ2R/n−p φ1L),
which represent, respectively, a bound state between a
domain operator of the left(right) Zn symmetry and q(p)
charges of the right(left) Zn symmetry, with similar prop-
erties satisfied by the generalized parafermions in (C7).
Thus, the Zn × Zn SPT states obtained here realize the
concept of decorated domain walls encoded in the lattice
models of Refs. 60 and 61.
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